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ECC ACQUmES NEW EQUIPMENT
User Capacity to Increase 200%

.STATE BUDGET:
CUNY Media
Lobbies Albany

First Phase of Project Complete
$200,000 Spent to Meet Student Bemand
By Rick Buckwalter

By Steven AppenzeDer

Yelow Is tile CGIGr. See Celltel'fold•.

Faculty Senate Governance Charter Review
Eliminates Student Senate and Media Boards
Other Articles Under Consideration
By Bernard Bleu
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New Majors Scheduled for Fall '83
International Marketing, Insurance
By Michael Deacy

ui

Auemblymaa Edward SaDlVaD
CUNY supporter In Albany.

Many of the legislators contacted felt that a healthy CUNY system
is vital to the economic health of
the city and state. Businesses are
more likely to remain in the city or
relocate here if they have a pool of
well read. well educated people.
Steve Ellington, a representative
for Assemblyman Mark L. Seigel,
Continued on Page 6

The Marketing Department has
announced new requirements for
the International Marketing
specialization.
In addition, the
Economics and Finance Department is actively working on the
creation of a new Insurance major.
Professor Jean Boddewyn ,
supervisor of the International
Marketing (IMK) program said that
the restructuring of the major was
something, "we'd been thinking
about for awhile." The changes in
the program are the following:
1. The combination of two
courses, 1M&: 4405 International
Marketing & Export Management
and IMK 4435 Foreign Market
Analysis, to form a new course
IMK 4420 International Marketing
Research & Management, the
reason being that there is a "fair
amount of overlap" in the two

courses, according to Boddewyn.
2. iMK 3410 International Trade
Operations, which was formerly a
required course, has been
eliminated altogether from the curriculum. Boddewyn stated that
because the course basically dealt"
with documentation - in the industry, it tended to be boring for
students, and also duplicated
material covered in other IMK
courses, including 4400 (which is
now required), 4460 (which will be
required) and 4407.
3. The number of courses now required has increased from five to
six. One has been deleted (3410)
and two have been added (4420 and.
4460), which will leave the student
free to choose two electives instead
of three. Bodewyn believes that
since advisers effectively do the
choosing of electives, according to

The Inside Scoops:
Job Market?
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LETTERS

EDITORIAL

P erriteritiary Pals

In Defense Of Liberal Hearts
Nobody doesn't like spring-except maybe Joan Chin (see centerfold).
Spring is when you unwind from winter fetus mode, resume an erect posture, put a season
back in your step and ask yourself that great musical question, What is this thing called love?
(Thank you, Cole Porter.)
The only problem is, you're still in school. Instead of strolling leisurely through the Village, debating the comparative merits of falafel and Haagen-Dazs while insouciantly strutting
your new ten dollar sneakers, you're obliged to research Japan's coming of age as a powerhouse in world trade. In the middle of a terrific daydream, you've got to switch gears and
.(pretend to) listen to your accounting prof. You're in the library reading a computer printout when you yearn to smell flowers, touch grass, feel sunshine, and test the validity of the
possible responses to that great musical question.
What to do? Should you follow your impulses like Isadora Duncan and dance barefoot
through Gramercy Park? Or be business-as-usual, pausing only to switch your blue serge for
a khaki tan! Do you dawdle over Drake's Cakes in the 10th floor cafeteria? Or be the first in
your seat at the start of class, on time with every assignment, or worse-keep up with the
reading?
What you do depends on how much you value your instincts. If you consider them a
distraction from the work ethic, so much psychological baby fat standing between you and a
high-paying future in the business world, then take a series of cold showers and plug yourself
into a terminal.
If you value your libido and your id, exercise them-that's what they're for. If God had
wanted you to be a machine, He would have given you a microchip instead of a heart.

Dear Editor:
Dear Editor:
Please allow me to introduce
Please allow me to introduce
myself. My name is Ricard Sanchez, and I am an inmate at the myself. My-name is Jose Torres and
Long Island Correctional Facility I am an inmate at Long Island Corlocated at West Brentwood, New rectional Facility located at West
York. I am from Santo Domingo,
Brentwood; New York. I am from
in the Dominican Republic, I am Bayamon, Puerto Rico Rico. I am
5'7" in height, 140 Ibs., and 24
5'5" in height; 185 Ibs.; and 22
yeras of age. I am serving a five (5) years of age. I am serving a six year
sentence and anticipate my release
year sentence. and anticipate my
sometime in 1985.
release sometime in 1985.
Since my incarceration, I have
. Since my incarceration, I have
had no contact with my family or had no contact with my family or
friends, and I have no one to cor- friends, and I have no one to corI would like to
respond with. I would like to
respond with.
establish a pen-pal relationship establish a pen pal relationship with
With a student or faculty member a student or a faculty member who
has a sincere desire to write. It
who has a sincere desire to write. It
would do me good both mentally. would do me good -both mentally
and physically to establish a friendand physically to establish a friendly correspondence with someone, ly correspondence with someone;
and it makes no difference if the and it makes no difference if the
person is black or white, male or person is black or white, male or
female, young or old.
female, young or old.
It would be greatly appreciated if
It would be greatly appreciated if
you publish my request in your
you publish my request in your
newspaper. I will enjoy hearing newspaper. I will enjoy hearing
from any student or faculty
from any student or faculty
member, and will answer all letters member and will answer all letters
promptly. Those wishing to write promptly. Those wishing to write.
can reach me at the following ad- can reach me at the following address. Thank you very much.
dress. Thank you very much.
Readers wishing to communicate with these prisoners should forward
letters to this address: P.O. Box 1012 4-A, W. Brentwood, N.Y. 11717

Justice At Baruch In Tatters?

Write a poem.

Dear Editor,

Ticker Nixes Tix Tax
Beat the Movie Tax.
You've probably seen it on movie theater marquees all over town. No, it's not the title of
another new foreign film. It's simply the latest in a series of horror stories from City Hall.
After getting gouged at the gas pumps, socked at the supermarkets, and terrorized come
tuition time, the last place we'd expect to see that old devil tax rearing its hungry head is at
theaters and movie houses. Although Governor Cuomo's proposed tax was recently shot
down, Mayor Koch is pushing his-which will add three percent to the price of a ticket.
During the Depression many found an escape from economic heartaches in the movie
theaters, and the film industry was one of the only businesses that flourished. Today, during
the recession, we still need an escape. The entertainment business is one of our city's greatest
assets and is being threatened by already high prices and competition from cable television
and "ideo recordings. Ed Koch may be helping the industry die a slow death (see story, page
17).
It is ironic that with a veteran of celluloid in the White House, the entertainment industrv
is becoming another victim of taxation.
~

Sign the petitions in movie theater lobbies. Send Ed your old ticket stubs. Show City Hall
that their attempts to tax our fun are simply not entertaining.

Steven AppeD2eller
News Editor

Michael Flanigan
Editor-in-Chief
Erin Blackwell
Managing Editor
Lisa Rhodes
. Steve Greenberg
Features Editor
Arts Editor

Joe Spasiano
Advertising Manager

Barbara Berkus
Business Manager

Damian Begley
Sports Editor

Gregory V. Glover
Photography Edi tor

jl

The Ticker ispublislted fortnlghtly on Tuesdays by the students of Baruch College. AU cornmunications must be typed and si2ned. Address to: The Ticker. Box 377, 137 East 22 Street, New York.
x. Y. 10010. Telephone: 725-7620/7622.

Next Deadline: Friday, April 15.

This is addressed to students
who, due to the negligence of the
school, suffered damage to their
personal property, and when they
justifiably seek reimbursement are Henry Wilson, Jr., Dean of
Students. I informed him of the
denied justice.
On December 2, 1982, I was in situation and the steps that I have
room. 1608 in the 18th Street been taking hoping to get reimbuilding sitting ix;.;ny seat when a . bursed for damages. I explained the
nail that was protruding from my situation to Dean Wilson and he
desk punctured and tore the new said, "You don't look poverty
waterproof boots I was wearing. I stricken, if you couldn't afford to
was fortunate that while it tore my buy your books and pay your tuiboot it didn't penetrate and injure tion, we would try to find money to
my foot. I went immediately to Ms. reimburse you for your boots. "
I resented the fact that he implied
Arline Julius of the Education
department, to notify her of the that on.e must be "poverty
dangerous condition of the desk, stricken" in order to receive justice.
and to make her aware of the He is assuming a great deal by my
damage to my boot. Ms. Julius appearance and he is going against
suggested I bring my complain to all that we have been taught,
Marilyn Mik ulsky, Director of
"Equal Justice for All!"
Campus Planning.
It has been three months since
I telephoned Ms. Milkulsky, who this episode, and I have not resaid that there are no funds for ceived any satisfaction. Perhaps my
reimbursement for damaged prop- mistake was not visiting Dean
erty.
Wilson dressed in tattered clothes
On the staff's advice, I tele- and torn boots. Since this is the way
phoned Mr. David Green, Vice he evaluates situations by surface
President of Administration and in- appearances and not by facts. What
formed him of the situation. He do you think?
suggested I speak to Dr. Florence
Siegel on several occasions. She
Janess M. Rosenberg

Hunger Feeds Violence!

Secretary: May WDIlg
Editorial Intern: James Kelly
Editorial Assistant: Joan Chin
Photographers: JUaD Brito, Frank B.B. Kucija, Joe Spasiano
Staff Writers: C.L. Abernathy, Louis Bastone, Kerine Chang, Gregory Caleca, Michael Deacy,
Joseph Fagan, Paw Golden, Steve KaJdon, Peter Konfederak, Robert G. Larson, Chris Lebloas,
David Lubin, Linda Lukas, Felicia Raphael, Irina Richardson, Dawn Rodriguez, Aprajita Sikri
Columnists: Erick Alexander, Wesle)" Thurman, Edmund Unneland

,

tried to be helpful, but said there
are no funds for reimbursement,'
and that possibly my only alternative would be to take action in
small claims court.
As a last resort, I went to Mr.

Dear Editor,
On Feb. 27, I was mugged in the
face several times on the IRT subway by a man who said, "Give me
everything you have. I'm hungry."
He was apprehended by transit
police. On arrival at the police station, he was found to be homeless,
had 2¢ in his pocket and had been
staying at the Men's Shelter. He
was a black man from Detroit with
a previous arrest for subway fare
jumping.
.
On March 4, I was subpoenaed
to appear before a Grand Jury for
his indictment. I went but refused
to sign the indictment. Instead, I
delivered the following letter to
District Attorney Elizabeth Holtzman:
", . . Is there such a severe shortage of defendants that a man with
0

2¢ in his pocket, living in the Men's
Shelter at the time of his arrest
must be indicted?
The real defendant in this case is
clearly Ronald Reagan. The daily
silent violence of Ronald Reagan is
the underlying cause. A man. who
believes that in event of Limited
Nuclear War 20 million dead would
be "an acceptable level of
violence" should not be allowed to
run loose in the streets, let alone in
the White House.

The alleged defendant has no
charge to answer. Accordingly, I
formally request that the indictment drawn up against him be
dismissed. ' ,
The defendant was released.
Sidney Simon

--
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It Doesn'f Add Up

we always had full class periods.
His answering-of the students questions 'was poor, but not as bad as
. the previous' professor. The first
quiz was ambiguous to the point of
being ridiculous. The result of this
farce was that out of 38 students,
only eight received grades of 80 or
better; 30 students received grades
below 80 with 14 receiving grades
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good. He explained things welland
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Attention Accounting students:
This open letter has a two-fold
purpose; (l) To relieve some of my ,
frustration with the Baruch Accounting curriculum, (2) Hopefully
once this letter is read by students
majoring in this field whose frustrations are half as great as mine. they
will come forth and hold a meeting
with the members of the Accounting Society and discuss what is -go'ing on in this department. I came to this school from a
junior college with a good reputation. Once here I was informed by
several students that in Accounting there is a "weeding-out" process.z thought little of it at the time
, as I had previously maintained a B
average in this' area. Boy was I
wrong.
My first accounting class had an
enrollment of SO. students. The rust
thing we were told by the professor
was, that.due to the class size, all
.quizzes would be multiple choice.
Not only was the material poorly
taught, but the students who tried
to get clarification on certain points
were cut down by the professor in
the classroom. Needless to say,
who ventured to ask any more
questions.
A class period which was to have
been an hour and fifteen minutes
ended in 45 to 50 minutes. Then
came the first quiz. The' 'majority"
of the class wentvunder." The end
result of this debacle was that many
of the students carne out with C's
and I failed.
My second encounter with this
course was taught by,an instructor
that by all standards was pretty

,

Proposed Increase In Tuition Fees
Threatens Foreign Students'Future
-

between 40 and 49. Failure again.
s ai d Cynthia
By ApraJita Sikri
. ficult." Cynthia Fish, Foreign Stu- minded person,"
This time I dropped the course.
dent Counsellor at Baruch, said, Fish. Whether he manages to
My thinking
began to
College education in the U. S. is "I'm horrified! It's almost squeeze a subsidy out of the tight
change-something was wrong! I
a privilege coveted by the student double." She expects a dramatic CUNY budget remains to be seen.
know that I am not that dense to community all over the world. decrease in enrollment if the proThe current tuition fees for outrepeat a course and fail on the first While private universities remain posed increase is implemented.
of-state students in CUNY is
quiz.
the domain of the elite.. study in a
Director of International Admis- $1,626. While foreign students livI s~ed asking questions of state or city college is elusive. Ow- sions, Debbie Harris. had a mixed ing with relatives and friends may
other accounting majors. When ing to the strung position of the response. "Anytime there is a rise be able to sustain the blow. others
asked. "How are you doing in Ac- . dollar in international monetary . of almost 100010, there is bound to who come here with their limited
counting?' " every answer was the rates, the funds required .for tui- be an effect. But because CUNY is resources may. not be able to shell
same. Unot well," Can others also _tion and living expenses become an urban university, the cost of liv- out the extra $1,400 -, Ravi
be dense? I think not! My feelings
manyfold. For example, the con- ing is not built in. Large number of Murarka, a freshman foreign stuare that it's the psychology of the version rate for ten Indian rupees university students have their dent at Baruch, said, "rn leave
Accounting department: make is one dollar. Therefore, the stan- domicile with relatives and friends. Baruch for sure. It won't be worth
quizzes as ambiguous as possible so dard requirement of a financial So perhaps the quash will not be as it anymore." He is living at the
that students will drop the course standing of 510,000 annually to ob- great. Of course, another aspect YMCA in a .room which he calls
and maybe, in the long run, choose tain a student visa is 100,000 rupees
will be the marginal difference in 'the little match box,' but he can't
another major.
for an Indian student. Deteriorat- tuition between us and private afford to rent any place more exBut why? Is it Baruch's reputa- ing economic conditions in Latin universities. "
pensive than the $210 monthly rent
tion as a "top business, institution" America, Africa and many SouthMelvin Lowe. President of the which he now pays. He worked at
as they call themselves? Are they
east Asian countries weaken their University Student Senate is more the American' Embassy in, India
trying to limit the number of currencies every year. For students optimistic. "We are negotiating nine to five and at another job in
minorities that will enter into the who have to earn in native curren- and I can assure you that the in- the evenings to make enough
world of accounting? Do they feel
cies and then convert them into crease will not be $1,400. We're money to study for a bachelor's
that in the years to come New York green bills (a colloquial term for asking the Chancellor to come up degree at Baruch. The hope of a
will have just as many, if not more,
dollars outside of the U.S.), this with the money from somewhere."
promising future sustained him
minorities than whites in this
phenomenal amount grows -larger Lowe has planned and organized a through two years of hard work.
lucrative field?
rally for April 25 starting near his But with permission to work for a
every year.
I need answers to these questions
The SI,4oo annual proposed in- office at 535 East 80th Street in maximum of twenty hours per week
for very important reasons. What crease for out-of-state residents order to publicly oppose the pro- on a student's visa, he will notbe
will the future be like? Will I be
portends unforeseen difficulties for posed increase.
able to produce the extra $1,400.
satisfied with a degree with a low
the approximately 5,000 foreign
The final decision is to be made Ravi's precarious position is
grade-point average in my major?
students in CUNY. Said Bob Jef- by the Board of Trustees for typical of many foreign students
Who among us wants to constantly
ferson, former Associate Director CUNY. It consists of 10 members in the city university.
defend our transcript? What about
of Admissions for Foreign appointed by the Governor, five by
Changes in the American
the C.P.A. exam? With a low inStudents, "Ies going to be a the Mayor and two ex-officio economy always have wide and
dex, how many will pass? Will I be
disaster for foreign students; we're members, one of whom is Lowe deep repercussions affecting people
able to get into the "masters proall very much concerned. The himself. The other is a member of the world over, from the highest
gram" with a low index? I think
rung of industrial giants to th.e
legislataure thinks out-of-state the faculty.
not!
If the consensus of the committee lowest rung of the student comstudents are people from New
I know it is very difficult to put
Jersey. But we know that out-of- is in favor of the proposed increase, munity. The increasing price of
ones neck out. but I will. If by
state students are international which Lowe highly doubts, he in- American goods and services in the
writing this open letter I would
students from all parts of the tends to negotiate with the world market have put them
have reached just a few students it
world. With· cbangingeconomic .Chancellor to provide a subsidy for beyond-the "t"each of· many.
win have been worth it. Questions
conditions all over the world, even part of the tuition. Chancellor American college education shall
must be asked and answers receivsoon become one such scarce but.
toJake.money o.ut of their countries Joseph .Murphy is reputed to be a
ed. We mast reach out 'to the Ac':" .for an education in the U.S. is dif- very "international and broad- ardently desired service.
counting Society for help in bring- ....
ing about a solution that will make
our accounting degree credible. If
this means reviewing and stamping
out some of the policies of this
department, so be it!
Frustrated
and Catholics respectively?
some semblance of an open market
By Edmund Unneland
When is the Non-Aligned Moveeconomy and placement of finanment going to refer the U.S.S.R. by
cial affairs into the hands of a
How could the Federal Republic receiver from the Department of name when it issues a position on
of Germany allow 5010 of its elec- Economics of the University of Afghanistan?Wouldn't it be nice if we could
torate to contract the same mental Chicago.
combine
parts of different people
As a Conservative Party member
disorders that infect Patra Kelly
into one body? For instance, I
I support Republican Bernard Epand Der Grunen?
would
like to combine the judicial
Where did Der Grunen get the ton for mayor of Chicago. As a
philosophy of Mr. Justice Rehnseed-money to start their party? human being I shudder at the
and the cardio-vascular
Quist
(They needed a pretty big pile of violence that might erupt as a result
system of Alberto Salazar and apdeutschmarks to get it off the of his victory on April 12.
ground. Perhaps Comrade AnIs it moral for the government of point such a person to the Chief
the United States to place itself in a Justiceship at the age ofthirty. This
dropov couId tell us).
Isn't it interesting that the last position in which the Soviet Union person would be able to serve for
two candidates for Governor who could commit acts of extortion on a around 50-75 years. It would enable
were endorsed by the University global scale leading ultimately..to a her or him to really put a stamp on
Student Senate have been responsi- totalitarian world state. (Yes, I the court.
I promised a comment or two on
ble for increases in. tuition and disagree with Professor Lackey).
the
perils of Administratrix Bur"TAP- exempt" fees which might
Ernest Hollings, a Democratic
come to equal $350 a year for New senator from South Carolina, is ford. This is an example of the proYork State residents.
running for president. His winning blems with wide executive discreWhile everyone is rightfully en- the Democratic nomination would tion in making value judgements.
thusiastic about the apparent be quite ironic since the party of the Laws should be written in such a
recovery, the money supply figures South's war for independence will manner so that they are understanare quite sobering. Is the Reagan have selected one of the lawyers dable, specific and leave little
Administration deliberately en- who argued against making dejure discretion to the executive branch.
The actions of acting adcouraging a sharply higher money segregation unconstitutional. This
ministrator
Hernandez and other
supply? If this is so, then it appears act would be at variance with curthat the President is attempting to rent specious rhetoric about, what top officials of the agency were utterly inconsistent with the stantime a pseudo-recovery for the 1984 Democrats call "civil rights."
dards
of the law and of basic decenelections before the bad effects of
the increased money supply are ap.How ~any times do the people cy. To allow a company to
adulterate evidence against it is
parent.
-~sually in the right have to
'While I am on the subject of repeat the history of the 1930's in totally repugnant with any concepmoney, -why is the u.S. acting to order to get people to see reality in tion of conservatism.
The Department of Justice has
bailout banks who make Ioans to the 1980's.
had
a hand in this drama. It had
nations whose socialistic' policies
When is the Supreme Court gohave led inevitably to economic ing ,to read the Constitution when it filed a suit, absurdly entitled "The
ruin? These "heartless conser- tries to make ·decisions based on it? Government of the United States of
vatives" could have at least insisted
When are we ever going to learn America vs. the House of
that the debtor nations help them- to refer to the Paislyites and the Representatives" seeking to have
selves through reduction of govern- "Provos" in Northern Ireland as - the House subpoena against Mrs.
Burford squashed.
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THE JURISPRUDENT

Legal Process: A Moral Interrogation
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Train now
for positions
in the fall.
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Now's the trne to think about
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you r college ring. Not Just any
~;_
"'1
ring-a 14K Gold College Ring from
:):.:
: ArtCarved. The karat gold jewelry
that's designed and handcrafted for
lasting value.
And now an ArtCarved 14K Gold
College Ring is more affordable than you
A riI 12 13 & 14
p
"
think. Choose from an entire collection of
14K Gold ArtCarved CoHege Rings and
save $25. This offer is for a limited time
only, so come in and see all the great
10-3 at 23rd St.
ArtCarved styles with the custom options
4-7 at 26 St. Cafeteria
that can let you have the ring. of your
choice, the way you want it. So graduate
in style. Graduate to gold!
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GR·OUP TO AID·SEEKSTUDENTS

By Radel v. Perez
By Catllerine Adams
Continued from Page 1
students
rather
than
to
a
member
of
a student's needs and interests, the
There's a new organization at
the faculty because it may make the
effect of this will be minimal.
students
feel more at ease.
College graduates are beginning
Since all students in this pro- Baruch, which is called SEEK- IncorHarrison says that "SEEK to feel that their hard earned sheepgram (except those graduating by porated, not to be confused with
students feel that they don't need a skin will get them nothing more
this August) are potentially af- the SEEK program. This organizacounselor
because a lot of them than a congratulatory pat on the
tion
aims
to
unite
the
student
fected by the new requirements,·
didn't feel a counselor was back from prospective employers.
Professor. Boddewyn suggests that population, specifically the SEEK
.necessary
in high school. " The The- stagnant job market today is
anyone with problems relating to students, and make them aware of
organization also wants ·to help such that graduates may need more
the changes come to see him, Pro- all the programs and special serstudents
cope with the transition to than a degree to land a good job.
.
fessor Tsurumi, or anyone else in vices available.
Although general information is . the independence of college. "Too Graduates may need to be equipped
the International Marketing area..
Professor Boddewyn also .in- sent out to the incoming SEEK many students flunk because they -with previous work experience (part
don't know how to allocate their time jobs held while in school),
dicated that a search for a new students, as the club's Faculty Adtime,"
says Harrison. The group good grades, a well prepared
fulltime faculty member is being visor, Professor Ron Harrison,
hopes to help the incoming SEEk resume, good interviewing skills,
conducted, with the intent of mentions; these students receiving
replacingthe position left empty by the mail may not even bother to students with any difficulty that and a lot of patience. Ms. Denise
they may have or encounter while Cancellare, Director of the Career
the death in 1980 of Professor read the enclosed information.
at
Baruch.
Planning and Placement Center at
Harold Kellar. The late Professor They may be too busy or too lazy.
Unfortunately, members of the Baruch College, cited a March 20
Kellar is. credited with starting the . He thinks that' 'word of mouth" is
better
channel
of
communication.
group
feel that there is a issue ofTbe New York Times which
a
International Marketing program
misconception 'about S~EK stated that this is the toughest job
The organization's President,
here at Baruch. Boddewyn also
students
by the faculty and even market college graduates have facmentioned that useriousdiscus- Marlando Williams, is an upper
other students, a view shared by the ed since World War II.
sion,hopefully by the fall" will ·freshman. He decided to form this
group's Student Advisor, Kevin
Cancellare said that "Accouncommence concerning the possibiliColeman. He says, however, that ting is the one career area that is not
ty of a combined BAIMBA proall
students "have the same poten- doing badly because accounting is a
gram in Romance. Languages/Intialand the SEEK students can ac- function that has to be done
ternational Marketing. Boddewyn
complish just as much as anybody whether the ink is black or red.
noted that interested students
else. " He wants to destroy the Also there are still many positions
should be aware that commercial
misconception.
in sales available." She stresses,
language courses are already being
offered.
.
.
When the newly formed however, that students should not
In the Department of Economics
organization went to the Student make a career decision based on
and Finance, Professor Albert
Government Office to have a room this year's job market. Career deciZucker, chairman, has released
assigned to them, they were told sions should be based on a
proposed requirements for a new
that they would have to wait five student's talents and intrests
Insurance s~tion, which was
years for a permanent assignment because the job market will flueonce offered under the auspices orof one of the rooms, according to tuate many times in a student's
the Department of Law here. As of
Williams. As a result, the group lifetime. Cancellare stated that,
now, the program is still in the
is without a permanent meeting "Usually, a recession hits New
developmental stages, since the hirroom in the college, although they York after it affects the rest of the
ing of qualified. instructors is still
- : ~meeting in a room-of the college c~untry. In ~he past this has b~n a
.not com~"':;;·~According. to·
~ ·:'tertipoiaFiIy .~Membeis present atSIgn'·.f~TeCovery-', Theref?re If we
Zucker, he has two individuals
the time expressed that. it was unfair are to Judge. by the ~xpenences of
"who are interested in teaching at
. " that _they -didn't have .a permanent . past .. recesSIons, .. hiring, shouldBaruch", but the department has
o. room becausethey as students-have . resume .as- the economy picks up.
not finished evaluating their
paid their Student Activity Fee and She be!leves that the t.tt0s t imporqualifications. A third person apare entitled-to one.
tant thing for graduating students
PElk•• lr . . . a.a..
.
to
remember in this economy is not
paren tly is deciding between
SEEK haeorporated Faculty AdvIsor
Whether
t.he
group
will
ever
get
a
to
give
up on their job hunting earnteaching at Baruch or remaining in
room,
remains
to
be
seen.
But
the
paign
group
for
the
purpose
of
providing
the industry. Zucker stated that two
group is making all possible efforts
.. instructors are needed initially for information to the dazed SEEK
to
help
other
students
with
any
proIt
IS up to students to do as much
freshman about registration, where
the nrozram to succeed and that it
blerns
and
does
not
want
to
limit
as
possible
to increase their chances
should ideally have three, eventual- the school's buildings are located,
their membership exclusively to of finding a job after graduation.
and more important, to provide the
ly.
SEEK students. They welcome all Students sho~~d apply for onThis year,' the department was SEEK students with tutoring by the
who may need tutoring or have campus recruitmg, as well as ar"extremely fortunate" to have the group's own members. Harrison
any
general questions about the ranging outside interviews on their
services of visiting Professor believes that it may be easier for
school and the school's policies.
own, and networking (asking
Robert Mehr from the University these students to speak with other
friends and relatives to watch for
.·.If ........'. ·,ii.···.··>:
employment opportunities). Out of
_;.:t;?,;~;··"··
1983/84 Financial Aid forms are now available in the Financial the Baruch graduates of Fall
1981-Spring 1982, with 150 firms
Aid
conducting on-campus interviews,
~ 155 East 24th Street, Room 205 - Bursar's Receipt Required
220 job offers resulted. In Fall 1982
! Hours: Monday, Tuesday and Thursday - 9:15· am to 7:30 pm
Baruch grads have received 85 of~
Wednesday and Friday - 9: 15 am to 4:30 pm
fers from on-campus recruiting
when 65 firms visited Baruch ColSeniors and Juniors: submit Financial Aid Forms early if you plan to lege, and offers are still coming in.
register earlyby mail.
;:)
Cancellare suggests that students
8t-----------.~----- - - - . I check the Career Placement office
Summer Session '83
Student Service Awards

8
x

omce.

~

Professor Mhert Zacker

Cbairperson of the Marketing Dept.

.

....

Applications Available Now

The Department of Student Perof Illinois. Zucker said that Prosonnel Services and the Dean of
fessor Mehr is one of the leading
Students announces the availability
authorities in the insurance field toof candidacy applications for Studay and is the author of many texts
dent Service Awards to be
and articles on the subject. Mehr
presented
at the annual Baruch
reportedly helped with the "revision
College Awards ceremony sponof the undergraduate requirements
sored
by the General Faculty Comand worked on the design fora
mittee on prizes, scholarships, and
Masters program which will be o.fawards. Most awards are limited to
fered in the future.
Professor
students who are graduating or
Zucker. feels that the Insurance
. specialization, on both lesels, is an . have graduated this past February
or August 1982. Students applying
important addition to the majors
should have been actively involved
offered by Baruch's School of
in student' organizations, media,
Business. He Drought up the exgovernment
or other service areas
amples of New York Life and
of"'the college. Applications can be
Metropolitan Ufe;which neighbor
picked up at the office ofthe Dean
Baruch, as evidence of how promiof Students, Room 1702, 360 Park
nent the insurance industry Isiin
Avenue South or the Student Ac_New York.' .:: in his opinion, the
tivities office, room 104, Student
·location of companies like these
two, as well as-many others here in Center or 527, 26th Street building.
Deadline for applications extendthe city, make it advantageous to
ed to 12 noon, April IS, 1983.:
study insurance here.
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DIrector of Career
Ceater

constantly. Many firms do not actually recruit on-campus, but post
job listings with the Placement office. Seniors and graduates are urged to come in at least once a week.
One problem specific to Baruch
students in getting jobs is that some
students are reluctant to leave the
New York area for jobs. Finns
which recruit from outside the New
.York area are also making offers,
but students are sometimes unwilling to interview with these firms.
The more willing a student is to
relocate the further it will increase
his or her job opportunities.
Cancellare believes tbatin general,
companies like Baruch, _<students
because 'most Baruch·SttiCfCDtS hve
work experience ~~~. ~!!J. a
degree; w-hichmakes Baruch.
graduates very attractive to potiential employers. Also, Baruch College is accredited by the American
Association of Collegiate Schools
of Business, and the Baruch faculty
is known and respected by many
firms.
Despite today's tough job
market, in the long run your college
degree will prove worth all the time
and investment you put out for it.
Once college graduates land those
long sought after positions they will
.have the opportunity of using their
degree to help them move up the
career ladder faster than workers
without degrees. We must keep in
mind . that our education is only
part of what it takes to be successful today. Being well prepared
in terms of knowledge of
developments in our career fields,
and preparing ourselves with selfconfidence, will be additional
assets.

..

S~de~~whoin~~oo~king~----~----------------------_

classes during the Summer Session should file a Summer Intent
application at the Registrar's Office no later than May 2.
Summer Session Classes will
Continued from Page I
would have to decide issues concerbegin Monday, June -13 and end
by Mr. Virgil Bird. Lecturer in Art. ning academic research, for which
Monday, August 1. Monday. July
is underway to allow lecturers they would presumably be un4, will be a holiday.
..._ _~
.....
........... holding Certificates of Continuous qualified. Certain opponents to this
Employment (CCE), the virtual effort have also expressed irritation
Computer
Center
/
equivalent
of tenture for a person with it,· one exclaiming;' UWhy
Continued from Page 1
ing the smaller 9.6 Kbps line cur- with professorial rank, to serve on can't they get their ph.D~s like the
the Executive Committee of a De- rest of us?'.' At the moment, it
rently transporting jobs between
the two facilities. "The· new line partment. Currently. except in the would seem that the proposal will
will avoid the bottleneck caused by Department of Compensatory Pro- not pass since much of the faculty is
grams, only those with professorial opposed to the change~·"'and"also
jobs waiting to return to Baruch,"
rank may hold seats on a depart- because the Administration is
said Arkun.
ment's
executive· Committee. thought to be opposed to. it,
. "With enhanced communication
While some professonial mem- although neither the President, the
lines allowing full access to state of
bers
of the faculty would be content Vice Presidents or the Deans have
the art hardware at the CUNY
to allow this to be passed, others said so publicly.
.
University Computer Center, and
have expressed opposing views
The Faculty Senate. :.Jtasscbedthe additional terminals here," said
since lecturers with CCE's have no uled another meetingror:APru 7th.
Arkun, "out students will enjoy
one of the largest educational comcontract~al obligatio~.re- . at w~i~h this issue. and' others yet
search, like professors. and ~be discussed' will be considered.
puter centers in the United States."

Governance Charter Revisions
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NEWS·
Brooklyn's Student-Run Legal Aid
Program Provides Valuahle Experience
Dene
Pressman
_ _ _By
__
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ ' School. She spends about fifteen
The Lay Advocate program at hours- a week· assisting the adBrooklyn - College is uniq ue and vocates in resolving their client's
serves two basic purposes. It serves problems. In addition to the atas a counseling service to students torney on staff, the program has a
in need of free legal assistance. Ad- well established referral service.
The advocates provide service in
ditionally, it serves as a learning experience for students interested in a the following areas:
career in law, or a career in counsel- • landlord-tenant disputes
• divorce procedings
ing.
initially a client meets with a lay • grade appeals
advocate and discusses his or her • public utility problems
legal problem. The advocate then • traffic violations
meets with the attorney on staff, • social service agency problems
who gives advise and instructions to • college discipliniary actions
the advocate. The advocate then • financial aid
meets again with the client and • copyright and patent problems
relays the information received The program's reputatiori has
from the attorney. The client never brought the amount of students
meets with the lawyer unless and seeking free legal assistance to
emergency arises.
about 250-300 per year.
Since 1976, the Brooklyn Lay
In 'addition to the services proAdvocate program has been con- vided by the advocates there is an
sidered a service dub, and receives annual project in which all adits funding (75¢ per student, ap- vocates must participate. The most
proved by referendum) from stu- recent project involved the day-care
dent activity fees. The program center at Brooklyn College which
originated in October 1973 and was does not serve the College's
originally considered an extension students. The advocates conof the Office of Student Affairs. trivance was to get the state
Due to the institution of tuition in . legislature to allow the students to
1976 the program was cut and left use the day-care center.
on its own to establish itself as a
The city-wide conference, plannclub. Fortunately for the program, ed for May to discuss the developthe switch from being a division of ment, funding, and operation of a
the Student Affairs Office to a ser- similar program at other CUNY
vice club provides, as the Director colleges was cancelled due to the
lack of attendance at the March 11
and Coordinator of the program,
Nicole D. Varela, said, "a greater meeting held at the CUNY
autonomy in taking cases."
Graduate Center. However, the
The attorney on staff at advocates at Brooklyn College plan
Brooklyn was formerly a professor to organize another meeting next
at Georgetown Universitv Law year.

.CUNY Media Lobbies in.Albany
Continued from Page /
Chairperson of the Higher Education Committee, noted that,
"CUNY is a vital part of New York
City's recovery." According to Sullivan 's figures, CUNY is third in
supplying top executives. to New
York State firms, slightly behind
Harvard and Yale.
_ Most of the legislators and their
representatives were wen informed
about the budget and its impact on
CUNY. However, there were ex-

CUNY Trustees
Tackle Draft
Registration

ceptions. Kate Anson, Executive
Assistant for Assemblyman Jose
Serrano, was insistent that the proposed cuts would have little impact
on- CUNY. She had said only 42
non-tenured employees would be
cut, while the Chancellor's Budget
and a report by the CUNY Professional Staff Congress call for 1,000
positions to be eliminated. Anson
sighed, "We'll have to check into
this," as she was given copies of the
Budget and related repcrts.
reports.
') ,
Ken Levalle, an Assembly staff
member, summed up the mood in
Albany when he said, "We have to
try to make the best out of a bad
situation. " Assemblyman Herman

Farrell views the annual budget
proceedings as a: "ritual" where
many important progrkms must
compete for funds from a limited
budget. The idea is, he says, "is
to minimize the pain for each
group." Sullivan believes that.students can be an effective voice if
they are registered voters and
show up at the polls. "This way
you can say, 'I am your boss, this
is what I want you to do.' and we
will listen," says Sullivan.
Mark Jones of the USS felt the
trip was a success. "It went exactly as I had planned it. This. was
great chance to meet with our legislators and let them know where
we stand."

By Radel V. Perez

On Monday, March 14 the
CUNY Board of Trustees allowed
for a public hearing to take place
regarding a decision that would affect students who have not
registered with the Selective Service; these students would be
automatically ineligible for financial aid. No decision, however, has
yet been reached, as it is still in the
form of a resolution. Unfortunately the Public Policy committee was
unable to meet and there was a
"mixed-up situation," according to
the Office of the Secretary. The
resolution needs further consideration and win have to be reworded
and taken up again some time in
April. when the committee will be
able to meet.

.BETA ALPHA PSI
SPRING FUNDRAISING RAFFLE
During the month of April, Beta Alpha Psi will be conducting a fund
raising campaignforthe benefit of UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY of
NEWYORK. You've seen the children next door. NOWYOU can
help them and HELPYOURSELFto ~ fantstic prizes:

1st Prize:
2 Day· Vactlon for two
Grossinger's Hotel
Grossinger, N. Y.

2nd Pnze:
Dinner for Two
Falstaff Restaurant
New York Sheraton Hotel
and
2 Tickets to "A Chorus
Line"

3rd Prize:
Sony
Walkman
Radio

WIN OR LOSE. THEY WIN - YOU WIN
DON'T LET THEM DOWN!! PLEASE!!
HELP US HELP THEM

DONATION ONLY $1.00

Draw:ing to be held at 2:00 p.m, Bqruch College Street Fair Thursday, May 5th, 1.983
All proceeds will go to UNITED -CEREBRAL· PALSY OF NYC, Inc.
.
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Witt1aDiamendCoiIege RingfromArtCarved'f'~
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Your ArtCarved Representative
is here now. With the beautifully affordable Designer Diamond Collection. An .
A.rtCarved .exclusive. Exquisitely crafted designs. au set with genuine
diarnonds, In 10K or 14K gold. Or, choose the elegant diamond-substitute
Cubic Zirconia.
. Let your ArtCarved Representative show you this beautiful class ring
collection today. Gold and diamonds...ns the only way to go!
.
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COLLEGE STUDENTS:
- SHOULD·YOV--START

GRADUATE· STUDY IN
BUSINESS NOW!

..

Come and explore your opnonst
Meet students and find out how they decided. Discuss specific
programs with faculty and staff. For example. there are degree
programs leading to careers in accounting. finance. marketing
and many other tested career choices.
Ask about the many diffe~nt ways to finance your graduate
study. You may be pleasantly surprised.
The practical infonnation you will receive is designed to help
you make choices that will work tor you.
The New York City

The Westchester
Open House Reception
Wednesday

Open House Reception
Wednesday
May I I th
5:30 - 7:00 pm

May 4th
5:30 - 7:00 pm

At the Student Union

At the

on the Downtown Campus
Pace Plaza

Tudor Room on the
White Plains Campus

New York. N.Y.
(opposite City Hall)

78 North Broadway

; White Plains. New York
CALL
CALL
(212) 285·3531
(914) 682·7283
Refreshments will be served

The Lubin Graduate School of Business

_.. ,,1111,,1

G1r~~[I{sITY

- NEW YORK CITY· WHITE ('LAIHS· M.£ASANl VillE/BRIARCLIff

---- - - -- - - ---- --o

New York City Campus
New York. N.Y.

-~~-

-. - - - -- - -----

-,

CASS 4/83

0 Graduate Center/
White Plains campus
White Plains. N.Y.

Please check the campus of your choice and return this coupon to:
Pace VllIversjty. Tbe Information Center. PKe Plaza.
New York. N.Y. 10038.
Name
_

Address _ _-""-
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Though it was the first day of
sunshine since the city had been
dampened by rain the week before,
a college-wide convocation drew
masses ' of students, faculty
members, and administrators inside
Baruch's auditorium on March 22.
In hundreds they huddled, shoulder
to shoulder, bumping their way
down the crowded aisles in search
of a seat, though some found theirs
in reserve. Despite the warmth of a
long awaited spring day, few could
be found outside. .
The energy of the audience's excitement ., and anticipation was
enclosed by the 'auditorium's pale
white walls and statuesque cylinder
columns. Countless pairs of anxious roving eyes looked over the sea
of faces to catch a glimpse of him.
Many had read his book, Invisible
Man, first published some thirty
years ago. To some, he was just a
name they had heard in' their
English classes the day before, and
to others he was simply unknown;
until he slowly progressed upon the
stage and made his way to the
podium.
Slightly bald, except for a modest
touch of salt and pepper grey which
covered some, author Ralph Waldo
Ellison, the 1983 Morton Globus
Distinguished Lecturer, wore a pair
of brown rimmed eyeglasses. His
face, smooth, yet marked by
deepened laugh lines around the
comers of his mouth, was one of a
mild-mannered man. His lightly
browned complexion resembled
what was once called "ginger col-

&

5

Apdl12, 1983

ored" when he was a child. Dressed
in navy blue attire, his mediumsized build was fitted properly. A
neatly pressed white shirt and navy
blue tie, with a light blue spotted
foreground, laid beneath amatching suit jacket which
displayed a white handkerchief in
its breast pocket. His shoes looked
as if they had been spit shined.

he was a music major and studied
the trumpet. "There I discoverd the
writings of Ezra Pound and T.S.
Elliot," he explained, remarking
that his love for reading continued
to grow. During one summer vacation, he came to New York and
took a room at the West Side
YMCA. It was there that' he had a
"fateful meeting" with poet
Langston Hughes. "He handed me
"Reading," he began, in a voice
two
books," said Ellison, ·"and
which lisped with a sharp, short
asked 'would you read these?" and
whistle, "was a way of experiencing
so
I did . . . Man's Fate and The
things which could not be exGrapes of Wrath were the two
perienced in any other way. " While
books.
I haven't forgotten them.~'
explaining what influenced him to
Author
Richard Wright also
become a writer, Ellison occacrossed his path in New York, ensionally rested his hand inside his
couraging
the young Ellison to
left pants pocket, using the other to
illustrate his point. "The sense of write some literary pieces for a
Harlem-based publication. "He
wonder which was aroused by
asked me if I could write a short
reading fairy tales ... became a
story,"
Ellison said with a smaIl
way of extending my freedom . . .
my ability- to move beyond the grin, explaining that he had never
written one before. "The story was
limitation of a partially segregated
so bad that the magazine couldn't
community."
publish it." The room's silence
Born on March 1, 1914, in
rumbled into laughter, an d '
Oklahoma City, Ellison's educa- Ellison's hand came out of 'his
tion began at age three when he was pocket to brush his wide smile.
"sentenced to do time in what was
He has .spent most of his years in
called kindergarten." Reading was
New York ever since. As a young
a pastime which was encouraged,
writer in the late 1930's, he found
he said, noting that the school was
the metropolis to be "really. like
located in the basement of the com- one of my notebooks that allowed
munity's church. By age ten,
me to escape," recalling the habit
Ellison was reading translations of he formed as a child of "putting
Sigmund Freud's Psychology of things down . . . to describe my
Dreams. Exposure to such classics days." In 1945, with the support of
meant "that I had a chance of a Rosenwald Fellowship, Ellison
perceiving that there were all kinds
began Invisible Man, taking seven
of worlds and possibilities to be
years to complete it. To him it
found."
seemed like a golden age, due to the
After high school, Ellison "availability of writers who would
entered Tuskegee Institute, where talk to you," all who lived within

By Joan Chin
Martin Mann, Manager of
Development for the Baruch College Fund, explained the functions
of the fund while sitting in his office with one of his legs tucked
under him.
The Baruch College Fund raises
money to support various college
programs for which there are not
sufficient funds. During the course
of the year, the organization contacts Baruch graduates to ask for
donations and help. "We have
direct letters, and once a year, the
phonathon is mounted to call people who have not yet renewed
pledges or gifts to the fund," said
Mann. Some of the programs
which received funds for the '81-'82
year were: Teaching and Scholarship, Student Services, The Quality
of Life Program, Peer Counseling
and Peer Tutoring, Research in Accountancy, Research on Business
and Government, Artograph,
uDoUars and Sense," Theater Program, Athletic Programs, and College Relations.
Participating in this year's
phonathon, which ran from February 22 to March 15. were Aaron
Shapiro, President of the fund,
College President Joell Segall,
Dean . Connelly of the School of
Business, workers from the Computer Center and Financial Aid Office, faculty members, and
students, all totalling up to 150.
Because so many participated, all
the phones were manned every
night. There were overflows on certain nights, so college office phones
had to be used.

The phonathon lasted from
6-10PM each night and student participants were given a light supper.
Those who worked eight of the
twelve nights were paid $4.00 an
hour. Said Mann, "my feeling is
they worked very well, and they
worked hard." One example wasof
"a young man, who while talking
to a gentleman over the phone (who
had already donated a gift) impressed the caller so much that the
amount went up to $1,000," said
Mann who was obviously pleased.
One young lady persuaded a person
to raise their donation from $10 to
$100. "It was," Mann continued,
"her charm and intelligence and
knowing what she was doing," that
did" it.
UWe raised in pledges," said
Mann, who can be identified as
owning a Shakespearean beard, "a
total of $112,618, based over 6,000
pledges." He went on to say that
the fund will know the precise total
when the books are closed for the
fiscal yea. Then a computer report
will tell not only how much was
pledged, but also what payments
have been made.
Since this was Mann's first
phonathon, he couldn't really surmise how successful this year's was,
but he did say, We made the most
amount of money in pledges. More
money than before."
Mann feels the fund has been
fortunate that Alumni and friends
of Baruch have doriated gifts. For
example, Alumnus Carl Spielvogel
arranged for small gifts such as
visers, t-shirts, golf umbrellas, and
caps to be distributed during the
phonathon while supplies lasted.
" Aaron Silberman gave us some
U

the same boundaries, drawn to the
eastern seaboard like magnets.
It was the wonder of the writer's
world that made him realize the
true value of his readings. "I
learned through reading the timing
of the plot," he said, in a voice
which sounded a pitch higher,
almost rushing to tell his-thoughts.
"Where the hero must encounter
obstacles,' must struggle with the
opponent, until there is some sort
,of success, some sort of
perception. " Both hands now
raised slightly above the sides of
the podium, Ellison leaned forward. Countless eyes, still watching, were wide gaping almost like
mouths. "The matter of becoming a writer is tied up with
the possibility and the availability
of experience. It's not a matter of
being optimistic, but moving
toward that which has caught your
eye, that which promises to test you
to the point wherein you will trans-

cend yourself and become
something of which you had never
dreamed," then pausing; his hand
to his breast, "I was transformed. "
Bothered by having to stand
in the same position, he began
to walk -away from the podium, almost to the side of the
stage. Some leaned to the edge of
their seats, pressed to hear his last
soft words which seemed to be
swallowed 'by the vastness of the
auditorium. "The secret lies in that
old frontier experience, " he reasoned, "that spirit of adventure, that
willingness to test ourselves as individuals against that which seems
so big, that which seems impossible." He was finished, smiling with
what had to be relief. "I talked an
awful lot about myself, and I think
maybe you should talk about
yourselves." Putting his hand for
the last time inside his pocket, "and
if I can help you with that, I'll be
very glad."

N.A.B.A.~e~er

Baruchians Dial
For The Big Bucks
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THE-- INVISIBLE MAN
By Lisa Rhodes

.
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Writes Winning Essay
By Lisa Rhodes
Nowadays. most career-oriented
young Blacks are not going to be
welcomed with . 'open arm s " into
the .'old boy " structure of . 'corporate America" ...

.. '.

beautiful conference folders in
Baruch's blue," commented Mann.
Each night prizes were given to the
top five phonathoners who brought
in the most amount of money in
pledges. The prizes ineluded an
AMJFM radio, a room full of wall
paper, and tea for two at the Palace
Hotel. The grand prizes, however,
will consist of a trip abroad, and a
watch from Michael C. Fina and
Company.
"It was fun and it was exhausting," laughs Mann. "It was
very tiring. Three to four
nights...working all day and then
working at night. Same thing for
the kids, going to school all day."
Mann wanted to thank all those
who participated and helped make
calls. He also, wanted to remind
those now attending Baruch to
"not forget what has made their
college years significant, so that
when they get a call from the
phonathon or a letter, they'll realize how their college life was enhanced by the college fund . . . remember when you are in a position
to make a' gift."

Junior Mark Billard knows how
to grasp one's attention. He is articulate. persistent, and upward
bound. A club member of Baruch's
chapter of the National Association
of Black Accountants for the past
three months. Mark recently was
the winner of an essay contest
sponsored by the Eastern Regional
Student Conference of the
N.A.B.A.
"When I sent the entry in I had
a feeling I would win." said Mark
in a modest. yet confident tone.
The topic of the contest, ., How
N.A.B.A. Is Shaping Tomorrow's
Business Leaders, ., was one which
Mark was anxious to write about.
After learning about the organization's annual convention, which
was held in Washington, D.C. from
March 18-20, Mark and several
members of Baruch's chapter decided to attend.
"There were seminars and workshops on how to get into the corporate structure," said Mark. who
was able to establish quite a few
contacts during the convention.
"They stressed professionalism
and the need to sharpen one's technical skills:' Mark received notice
that he won the contest March 20,
and was given a $100 bond. "The
money really wasn't too important.
but the recognition and aftereffects will help me in the future."
, It is the future which Mark is
determined to be prepared for. An

accounting major. he is interested
in finance, although he is not sure _,
just what his long-term career
plans will be. "First I have to become certified, " said Mark.
His award-winning essay best
tells what Mark Billard is all about,
and it is his words which are most
appropriate..

For me to say that financial success is subordinate to my every
, desire would be a gross prevarication ofthe truth. However. success.
per se. would be Phyrric, empty.
Nor do I want to be a .'credit to my
race. .. hut rather someone whom.
in the future. Black youths might
select as one of the many positive
role models in existence at the
time. N.A.B.A. is helping to make
this a reality. . .
We in N.A.B.A. should he held
.'accountable .. fOT the •'interest"
we invest . . . in our future as
leaders today.

...

,

Excerpts of Mark Billard's essay
reprinted with permission.
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New York Women:
Works of Art
By Eva Baranowski

J

March 24, the Globus
Lounge Lecture Series presented art
historian, Nancy R. Reinish. A
periodic lecturer at the Museum of
Modern Art and the present director of Art Views, an art tour service in New York City, Ms. Reinish
spoke to a group of 20 students and
faculty on "Images and Imagists;
New York Women and the History
of Art."
Complementing her knowledge
of the New York art scene with
numerous slides, Ms. Reinish guided her audience through 300 years
of American art. Her emphasis was
on New York women as subject
matter and/or artists.
Visually women have been
reproduced in varying ways depending upon an artist's style and his
or her thoughts in relation to the
. female sex. The Portrait of Madame X, by' John Singer Sargent,
painted one woman as "vain and
decadent, " while Gaston Lachaise
sculptured the Standing Woman
possess "power and assertiveness."
Ms. Reinish chose 1765 as the
analytical departure point. A portrait of an aristocratic woman, by
John Singleton Copley, focused attention on the well-dressed figure as
well as the state of the arts during
that era. Art was meant to decorate
and represent the good life. This
function is understandable since
most artists. during this time had
wealthy patrons. But as art became
a vehicle for social change, the
views of established themes' and
forms were altered while at the
same. time, new.subject matter was
On

'0

Spring
Sounds

developed.
This redirection in art was
engaged by a group known as The
Eight. In the early 20th Century,
artists John Sloan, Robert Henri,
and others, offered an alternate
depiction of women. Interested in
social realism, their female subjects
reflected moods, ideas and
thoughts. These psychological portrayals broadened the ways in
which subject matter was expressed
by artists.
Women artists have illustrated
their subjects in distinct or conventional ways. According to Ms.
Reinish, "certain artists began to
explore alternate materials which
tended to contrast with the dainty
work that has been associated with
women." Artists Sylvia Stone and
Chryssa work with materials
previously considered unfeminine
and unusual. Sylvia Stone has
created images from plexi-glass,
while Chryssa has delved into the
world of neon. Artist Georgia
O'Keefe has worked with conventional mediums, but many of her
works have been reinterpreted since
the wake of the women's movement. Her paintings of large
opulent flowers have been seen as
vaginal representations. This suggests another approach to the study
of women in art.
While many of these women have
received" regional, national and international recognition for their
art, the work of other women artists may never be recognized. "It is
still difficult for women artists to
exhibit their works in galleries and
museums. Gallery owners. have insinuated that some women lack the
power that they see present in the
work of men; usaid Reinish ..

Electra
and Lies
By Aprajita Sikri

Doris Chase, pioneer of
video/dance has created the Concept Series as the first stage in
translating theater to video. Lies
and Electra Tries to Speak are two
tapes in the series. that Chase
presented at Baruch in Room 1304
on March 16.
.
Stripping theater to its bare fun- tress undergoes. Through the symdamentals of actor and language, bolic use of video techniques and a
her videotapes are powerful fragmented language that is free of
monologues on current political . circumscriptions to the plot or acissues. Her tight 'and vivid scripts, tion, she captures all the inwritten in collaboration with off coherence and multilevel workings
Broadway writers, make her tapes of the human mind. Loosely strucmore
improvisations designed tured, the tapes are only. the
for a flat surface than solliloquies matically unfied.
for the stage. She uses her exFJectra Tries to Speak is a
perience as a dancer and sculptor to modern interpretation of the
explore all the possibilities of Classical Greek Tragedy. It adgraceful movement, color fusion dresses the problem of acute identiand visual use of outline. "I spend ty crisis faced by the modern
two to three hours just working on woman. Electra (played by Sondra
camera angles," she said. As a Segal), performing the roles of
result, her works are more cap- father, sister, mother and various
tivating visual experiences than dry images, demonstrates the universal
academic statements.
capacity of women to play all these
"I tend to work with one person roles. In the attempt to play all
at ~ time. My work is a highly per- these roles successfully, she has lost
sonal type of theater and the effect her.own identity. Electra says, "I
disemminates when you start put- used to know how to be. I don't
ting two people together," said "know how to be anymore." The atChase. Her works manifest her in- tempt to be the equal of man
tention to make both video and resulted in imitation instead of self
T. V. highly intimate media that can evolution. In perplexion she bites
overcome the distance and formali- her fingernails, stammers, gushes,
theater. The tapes· babbles, and tries to pose as if shes
ty of the
almost always concentrate on the in complete control of herself.
vivid facial expressions of the ac- Nevertheless, she pursues in her
tress. Movement of the eyes, lips, protest against her traditional seand, brow lines are the only physical cond position. "I want to be the
actions but it is the language that Muse, I want to be the artist, I
mirrors all the trepidation and con- don't want to be the inspiration. I
fusion' oftbe thinking that' the ac- .wantio be it." She timidly asks to

Writing The Right Way

Let's face it, most students hate to
--------------"i write term papers and do research.
Its not that they don't like to write,
A series of five performances by but because they hate to spend
students and faculty musicians those agonizing hours in the
comprise the Spring Concerts of the library. After rummaging through
Department of Music at Baruch the card catalouge, then "escaping
College.
the jungle of call numbers, titles,
The Baruch Chamber Orchestra, and authors, students often
~
under the direction of Dr. Douglas discover that the book they were
~
Anderson, will perform works by searching for will only lead to more
~
Anderson, J.B. Breval, and Ravel books. After a silent scream, one
UJ
o
in the opening concert on Wednes- decides to either give up or get help.
....
day, April 22, at 11 :20 a.m.
Getting help in the library could
Dr. Thomas AtidDS
The Series continues on Monday, mean wasting more time simply
May 2 at 1:50 p.m. with a selection waiting for an available librarian.
taking. Students who feel that they
To make life easier, there is an
require further assistance in writing
of chamber works by Dufay,
Mendelssohn, Brahms, and others, answer. The Library Instructional
term papers may attend the
Library
Open Workshops. These
performed by members of the Services Division of Baruch has
workshops offer students the opmade a number of access guides
Department of Music.
portunity to get help from a
On Tuesday, May 3 at 12:40 p.m. available to help students use the
Dr. Anne Swartz conducts the library more effectively. These librarian, as well as learn how to
use and find library information,
Baruch College Chorus in Mozart's guides are designed primarily to
The
director of the workshops,
help
students
research
and
write
Ave verum corpus as well as selections by Bach, Tchaikovsky, and papers which contain well organiz- Professor Eleanor Langstaff, said
ed information from reliable that "the workshops provide a
Rachmaninoff.
comfortable setting in which
The music faculty will present sources, while avoiding plagirism.
students can talk about the proworks for solo piano, organ, and Dr. Thomas Atkins, Deputy Chairthat they are having in
blems
man
of
Institutional
Services,
told
guitar on Wednesday, May 4 at
the Ticker "this concentrated effort writing papers. " Students are urged
12:35 p.m. Several arias by Vivaldi
to bring their writing assignments
and a selection from Bach's to help students use the library and
to write better papers originated to the workshop so that they can
Musical Offering are also schedulwork on specific problems.
from Baruch faculty essentially gived.
The Library Open Workshops
The concert series ends on Mon- ing up on assigning students to
are located in rooms 606 and 603 of
day, May 9, when Milt Hinton will write papers."
Teachers cited
direct the Baruch Jazz Workshop at
plagiarism as the one great difficul- . the 24th Street building. The
ty in students' inability to write workshops are held on a walk-in
3:00 p.m.
All concerts are held in the papers which distinguish opinion basis every Friday from 10AMWalter E. Nallin Recital Hall,
2PM. Evening students who canfrom fact.
Room 1220, 17 Lexington Avenue.
The assortment of access guides not attend the workshops may be
Members of the Baruch community give information about note taking, interested 'in registering for one of
and the public are cordially invited outlining, how to find and use in- the library courses offered each
formation sources, and footnote semester.
to attend. Admission is free.
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Not Just A Musical
By Eva Baranowski

By Catherine Adams

be heard. hopes to be heard, then
finally-"Ood damn it, Daddy,
listen to me/'-demands to be
heard. Image overlaps image to
freeze into masks, some that Electra' is forced to wear, others that she
desires to wear. Through the
diverse role playing of Sondra Segal
and the masterful use of
videotechniques by Chase, Electra
becomes as much experience as performance.
Lies is the portrayal of the
sophisticated urban woman (played
by •Ruth Maleczech) who complicates her life with false standards
and lies betraying her deeper emotional ethics. She attempts to
justify it in the name of achievement and success. "There is a
womb of lies between my mind and
my life." She does not know when
the incubation began, but she does
know that she cannot end it now.
She fluctuates from indulgence in
self sorrow to a story objective inspection of her life in the light of
the life patterns of the sophisticated
urban woman.
Although Chase considers the
issues dealt in her tapes political in
nature, Electra and Lies form a
dual commentary on the feminist
struggle for liberation that is more
social and humanistic in- its breath
of vision.

The musical comedy is a cohesive
bonding of music, dance, comedy
and action. Its theatrical time
begins with auditions and soon
afterwards becomes based on the
rehearsal schedule. Lives revolve
around this measure of time until
the final curtain closes on the last
night of a run. But, even then the
sets must be struck or disassembled before a show officially ends for
the cast and crew.
Rehearsals are born out of the
musical comedy (or any theatrical
rorm) but also constitute the core
from which the production
evolves. This may all seem very
logical and commonplace, but it
only takes a few visits to the rehearsals for Pippin, Baruch's spring
musical, to realize that there's more
to theater than meets the eye.
Rehearsals are endless time
periods. They are. working
moments that' draw to.er the
thoughts and criticisms of the director, attitudes of the players, and the
knowledge of the technical director
and crew. To Don SCotti, an arts
administration major who plays the
lead role, "this production consists
of people with various backgrounds
and interests. We have returning
students, a child, business majors,
speech majors, baseball players,
etc. The gathering of these diverse
people has shown that Pippin is not
played by just one person, but that
the entire cast and crew is Pippin."
Production meetings, costume
fittings and prop hunts are essentials for any show and must have
their place- alongside the daily
0

music and dance practices. Each of
these theatrical areas has been the
special job or jobs for the cast and
crew. They accomplish these tasks
by coordinating their class
schedules with both rehearsal and
construction times. In addition,
they use their extra minutes to practice some of the changes that the
director, choreographer, or musical
director have made with the
material. Sheila Fecenks, stage
manager and assistant director of
Pippin, discovered that her life with
Pippin was not easy. But her desire
to be in t e theater outweighed the
inconvenienc ." he work that we
all dedicated to
ppin has taught
the cast and ew not only about
the th t , but also about
ourselves, " said Sheila. "It has
brought everyone closer together. I
also appreciate the chance to use
my talents and abilities to help
create a better production. "
The director of Pippin Eleanor
Ferrar, is an Associate professor of
Speech. I recaIl sitting in on various
rehersals and noticing the full concentration that she gave to the action on stage. For Eleanor the individual concentration of each actor, dancer, and singer, makes a
zroup effort successful.
The production's musical director is Sativa Padgug, an adjunct
lecturer at the college. Linda
McAndrew, a dancer who has performed both on and off Broadway,
is the choreographer for the show J
while Professor John Tietsort has
created the Holy Roman Empire on
Lexington and 23rd~
·Pippin runs Aoril 13-16. in the
23rd Street auditorium.
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Michael Flanigan-at the printer's:

SILENT

"Wh t' 0 special about spring? It's not just a different season.
ass
.,
., hi f I'
fb
It's like people coming out of hibernation-It s t IS ee 109 0 eing inside all winter and you're coming out.
,
"It's income tax time. It's budget time. Oh God, It'S a great
make me go to
my classes
push me
out the door
though spring
is waiting
right outside
don't listen
to my excuses
anymore
I

,-. ::~

SPRIN'G

season.
. 'f
.
tti
"A d of course there's baseball, the nauon s avonte pas ime.
What nwould spring be without basebalI?"
·

By Steve Appenzeller

Iris spent the fall watching her parents die. First her
mother
,
, then two months' later, her father. Iris was'
ne~er very sure of anything. As a child she wanted to be
some kind of an artist, 'and when'the Beatles came to
America rock music seemed the way to go. She never
became ~ musician because her' parents said nice girls
don't do that kind of thing. Her sister Nancy was a nice
girl. She wore dresses and never caused problems.
Iris tried to be like Nancy but failed. Nancy had boys
calling every evening while Iris sat alone in her room
and read or cried. Nancy dated the most popular guy in
school while Iris sat home alone. Nancy went to Smith
where she met her husband Richard at a sorority party.
At the time Iris didn't know very much about him except that he had lots of money and spoke with a British
accent. She later found out that his family was some
sort of English aristocracy with extensive landholdings
in London.
Iris never hated Nancy, but she' never liked her either.
At the funerals they barely spoke to each other. Nancy,
the eternal opportunist, somehow had the will changed
to her advantage before it went. to probate court. Not
that she needed the money-but Nancy like the idea of
getting as much as she could. Iris needed the money and
, Nancy knew it.

/

you know

spring was a long
time coming
and all through
,the snow and rain
i was the model student
went to all my lectures
everyday

I'm paying for this
witlJdouble
and triple
inflation
i know
i can't afford to quit
but spring
is such serious business
if you're a friend
you'll help keep
me together
be gentle,
yet definite and firm
tell me

to stop being lazy
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hey, thanks

for taking time to listen
but wait,
it's been half an "our don't tell me
you just cut your class?
neither one of us
is going to last
'cause
spring is here.

.......
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Writes of
Spring
i
By Damian Begley

I.
I

I
I
I

'

I was given an assignment: Write a piece about
.Spring, Well, I was all set. It's a good topic. It's
timely. And, hey, I wanted to get away from sports
for a few days. So I trucked over to Gramercy Park
and set out to do the article. Disaster. As I'm walking
I realize that winter is really over. The weather is real,; Iy feeling nice. How am I going to do work in this at:, mospherer I was walking to a bench but the sun kept
pulling me back. It was a struggle ... but I finally
gave in. I didn't start writing. Instead I just walked
around the park, drifted past store windows, let the
glow of the sun guide me and felt free. Before long I
realized I should get down to business. But it was
time for my nextclass. Now that was a challenge. Do
I go to class or not? I must be a more dedicated stuf

dent than writer because I ducked into the 360

building at the appointed time. End of that day.
The next day I knew I would complete the assignment. What I didn't know is that the sun was more
gorgeous than the previous day. Crud! No, I said to
myself, today you -write. First break between classes
and you list the structure. Fine. 4:30PM. Score: Sun 2,
Damian O. What can I tell ya? I did plan on
writing but when I saw the Baruch baseball team
hanging out ... I couldn't help myself. Just had to
shoot the breeze with the guys. That only made matters worse because after I finished I went home but all
I could think about was the end of spring training and
the start of the real baseball season-major league
style. The 'Yanks. Billy Martin. Boss Steinbrenner.
Will I get the story done? Not tonight, Josephine!
Day three. Time is tight. The managing editor as~s
where the story is. Oh yeah, the story. Well, thething
of it is .. '. I'm compressing the ideas' ... trYlPg to
get a full picture of Spring ... etc. I'll have the story
in tomorrow ..• I hope. Back to work. Gotta do it.
But the trees look so colorful when it's spring. And
flowers! I haven't seen a healthy field of flowers in
months. No way can I write today. Must have spent
close to an hour just thinking about what spring does
to the things around us. How it makes your attitude
'turn around, puts thoughts into head that weren't
there but two weeks earlier. Amazing. Something to
ponder, anyway. Back to the real world. After looking at the flowers I lift up my eyes and then I see the

t

Rain Rain Go Away
Come Again Another Day
The half-bloomed rosebuds 'are ready to come' up for their feedings of the sun and
the bees are ready to buzz them. THe little children are ready with their little red
wagons, ready to shed their little sweaters for overalls.
Let's face it folks, sure spring is here, but so what? Do you want to know what
you are in for after spring? After spring, we get summer. Oh, then you will be sorry.
You thought the bees and the flowers were great in spring, but when summer
comes, the bees and the flowers will get you. For instance, if you wear bright colors
during the summer, take for instance yellow (the bees' favorite color), you will get
stung by the bees. And the flowers, they're even worse. If you're allergic to pollen, I
feel sorry for you. .While everybody is hot and sticky, you will be hot and sticky and
sneezing.
The beach. So you think you're going to have fun at the beach? Forget it.
Picture this. You're on the beach, and there is this gorgeous guy on the beach who
you want to impress. You reach for your expensive sunglasses whi.ch will give you
this sexy look. But instead of putting on your glasses, you suddenly feel something
on your arm. Oh my God, it's a bug! So instead of making a good impression on
this guy, you've scared him off by slapping yourself silly.
You thought the bugs were bad, wait until you get to the sand. Everywhere you
walk, look, and feel, there is sand. You've packed a nice lunch for yourself to eat on
the beach. Lunchtime. Youreach into your bag for your sandwich. Oh, there's a bit
of sand on your hand, but you won't let that bother you, because you're on the
beach and the sun is shining. So you try to get rid of the sand by rubbing your hand
on your bathing suit, That'll get rid ~f the sand, So you rub. The more you rub, the
I
more you get. So what's a little sand?
Ah, once you get the suntan lotion on your body, you'll feel much better. You
reach for the lotion. Oh, it slipped. You twist off the cap and the lotion oozes out.
You rub it on your body, and you feel bits of rock on your body. Oops, the sand.
In frustration, you jump into the water.
Oh, spring, I could go on forever.
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women. In dreses! That's it" another day without pen

touching paper.
The past several days I've had more than my share
of thoughts about Spring. It's wonderful. You should
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Joan Chin

try it. I know, you're too busy with midterms, papers,
homework and whatever. Give it a few minutes of
your time. It's 'worth it, and it could be just what you
need to recharge your batteries for the final academic
push. I'm glad I did it. But my thoughts have now
returned to matters at hand. You see, there's this
piece I'm writing about Spring . . .

Iris floated from job to jon. She had a masters in
Social Work but she couldn't even control her own life,
so counseling others seemed out of the question. Her
last job as a secretary to a psychologist with no patients
was her favorite. While he wrote research pe,Pers, she
read books about Zen and Eastern mysttctsm, The
books comforted her. When the doctor's wife called,
Iris answered the phone, the rest of the time she read.
S.omething was missing. Iris was thirty-five with no
money in the bank, or family-Nancy didn't really
count-sno life. Life had been reduced to survival. Get
up, go to work, read, come home, read some more,
sleep-then get up again. After four years her apartment on West 89th Street still had no real furniture. At
.first she liked the spartan, minimalist look of the place
but lately it was drab and depressing. The thought of
living there, forever alone, frightened her. She had to
exert considerable energy to get out of the house a~~ occasionally visit the world.
Iris always loved museums, but she seldom went
because wandering the halls alone depressed her. In
'March Nancy called. Would Iris be interested in attending an exhibit of animal imagery in medieval art? Iris
thought Nancy invited her to assuage her guilt over the
incident with the will. At first Iris was angry but she
decided to go since her sister, a patroness of the arts,
didn't invite her to openings more than 'Once or twice a
year.
Iris loved the exhibit and forgot how sad she had been
when she woke up' that morning. As she left the gallery
the city seemed unusually calm. In the subway station
someone tapped her arm. Iris jumped and spun around.
It was a woman who had been at the opening. She introduced herself. An attractive woman in her late forties
. , she was an art restorer and was invited to the opening by her clients. As the train sped north, both women
expressed 'their dislike of. the pretentious crowd that
openings generally attract.. Before Iris reached her station, they had agreed to meet at the Met later in the
week to see the Vatican art exhibit. For the first time in
months, Iris had a good night's sleep.
The week at work passed quickly. All Iris thought
about on Friday was meeting her new friend at the
museum. As she was getting ready to leave work the
phone rang. It was the doctor's wife. The caIl put her
behind schedule so she ran to the subway. The woman
waited at the Met for two hours before leaving. She as
disgusted that Iris had stood her up. At home that evening she froze as she heard Iris' name mentioned on the
10 o'Clock news. She ran in from the kitchen just in time
to see the limp body-bag being loaded into an ambulance. Iris had been mugged and pushed in front of
the train.
Iris' funeral took place the next day. The spring sky
was bright and cloudless. The sun pleasantly warmed
the skin, but the air still had an edge of cool silkiness.
Nancy, dressed in black, wept silently. She remained
long after the last mourners left. Eventually, she walked
to a nearby tree and reached up to remove a clump of
white blossoms. She stared at the ground, knelt down
and placed the flowers on the freshly turned earth. Iris
always loved flowers.
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.Josten's Ring Day Speci,al
$30 Bonus Trade-in For Your
Present School Ring.

This week only we will give you an additional $30 when you trade in your high
school or college ring for your Josten's Baruch College ring. All Josten's college rings at Baruch are capable of having the three letter degree of BBA on the
ring. Don't setle for BA when you are getting aBBA!

Remember $30 additional on
the trade-i n !
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SiglDa·Sells

EPCOT:Disney World Goes High Tech

By Lori DiDomenico .

By Dill Dudley

When Walt Disney died in 1966
Books, books and more books!
On April 14th Sigma Alpha Alpha, he left his corporation two things.a
"the day student honor society, will parcel of 27,000 acres of Florida
hold an all-day Used Book Ex- - real estate, and the blueprints for
change. On sale will be a wide two immense amusement areas
variety of textbooks, reference where, as Disney put it, "the young
books and . pape rback s : for at -heart could learn and play
reasonably low prices. Editioris of . .together," ,
Disney World made its debut in
books presently being used in .required classes will sell for prices October of 1971. On October 1 of
last year, Disney unveiled Epcot
. from 50 cents to $1.
In addition to the all-day used (Experimental 'Prototype Combook extravaganza, Sigma Alpha munity of Tomorrow), a PermaAlpha provides an ongoing paper- nent world's-fair of sorts, where inback book exchange. Bring any dustry and world leaders display
paperbacks to the Sigma Alpha of- their wares. The result is a
sophisticated, educational, and in-:
fice and swap it for one already in
formative arena of new ideas.
stock.
Sigma Alpha Alpha's office is Geared for adults, the park has
located in the basement of 360 Park become - a mecca for intelligent
Avenue -South directly opposite the travelers.
The first section of Epcot is callbookstore. Members of the Baruch
population are invited to brouse ed Future World, and it is here that
through or submit donations to the Bell System, Exxon, General
stock at its office daily between the Motors, Kodak, and Kraft have
. their pavilions. Since this park is
hours of lOAM and 3PM.
immense in proportions, we'll examine each pavilion individually.
Spaceship Earth, sponsored by
the Bell System, is a huge geosphere
that appears in all the major adverBy Steven Wexler
tisements and bas become the symbol for Epcot. Housed inside this
The American Marketing 18-story structure is an attraction
Association proudly presents Mr.
outlining the history of comAlan Abrams, Brand Manager of munications. Starting with the first
Canadian Club whiskey at Hiram cave drawings by neo-lithic man,
Walker Incorporated.
the exhibit includes the first
Mr. Abrags will discuss the alphabet, the greek theater, the first
history of Canadian Club whiskey printing press, and of course, the
advertising from prohibition to the telephone.
present.
One word of warning. The strucHe will speak on April 14, Room ture is so awesome that everyone
829, 26th, Street building during visiting the park wants: to see this
club hours, 12:40-2:40 PM.
exhibit first, As a result, the lines

Marketing

tion, there is a playground of the
future featuring many hands-on exhibits. Guests can conduct their
own orchestra, paint with electronic magnets, design their own
roller coaster on a computer, or appear in a Western movie. There is
also a 3-D movie shown (glasses are
provided), where special effects
make an -enduring experience. The
movie's opening scene, of an orchard of cherry blossoms, seems so
vivid that one can actually put his
hand out to touch it.
The Land, sponsored by Kraft, is
'" a pavilion composed of six acres
~ featuring several attractions. The
~ main showcase is the "Listen to the
g Land" boat ride through a giant
: greenhouse where the latest techni~ ques in agriculture are taking place.
S One can see the mixed breeding of
!:i different plants; crops being grown
; in water without soil; heads of letS tuce growing in rotating hydroelectric drums without soil or
water; plants growing vertically in
rows of five or six where there is
only room for one. It is this type of
General Motors, is a satirical look' display that an adult would find enat the history of transportation. thralling, but would bore a
Naturally, after the first car was in- youngster to tears searching for
vented, what else could possibly Mickey Mouse. (There isn't a
emerge but the first used car lot, Disney character to be found in Epcot. Disney officials made sure to
and the world's first traffic jam.
Following the ride is a giant exhibit build the two parks as distant from
hall featuring the latest experiments each other as possible.)
Providing that your feet can
G.M. is undertaking. The ~ latest
G.M. models are also on display tolerate it, be reminded that if you
with a salesman on hand for do visit Epcot, what I have described is only one half of the park. The
assistance.
Journey Into Imagination, spon- other section, entitled The W orId
sored by Kodak, is an architectural Showcase, where the most inwonder, .Two huge prisms, at least dustrialized nations in the world
30 feet high, dominate this exhibit. display their pavilions, will be
Although the major ride-through
the next issue of
covered in
attraction is still under construethe Ticker.

=
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are tremendously long, This writer
had to wait a good 45 minutes
before getting inside.
- Universe of Energy, sponsored
by Exxon, is a remarkable feat of
engineering. Tourists sit in a
600-seat theater to watch a film
presentation. When this ends, the
theater divides into six different
l00-seat sections, which transports
through prehistoric America. Huge
dinosaurs loom over the cars as
volcanoes erupt around them.
When this phase of the ride is over,
the guests return to the original
area. The entire presentation takes
almost an hour,
World of Motion, sponsored by

. !
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Dor you feel overstudied?

The Lawyer's Assistant
. Program at Adelphi University is the largest
and oldest ABA-approved program of its kind in New York State, with more than 4,000

Overowked?

graduates.
Salaries at aU levels have increased with the
extraordinary growth of this profession, and top
lawyer's assistants eamas much as $32,000.

~~

85"

•••Why
of our graduates who seek paralegal
employment tuM found It
•••Why bundreds of I8wyers and other employers
send us their requests for our graduIItes
•••Why AdelphI-graduates Mve been hired by more
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Courses offered. in: GARDEN err( LI.,
HUNTINGTON. U., and MANHAITAN.
For a catalog and an invitation to the next
information session, mail this coupon tod~
or telephone right now: (516) 663-1004

NEW

NEWARK, RAHWAY

YORK,_WH~TE PLAINS,

LONG ISLAND

Proof of age required

..... .
"-

fOR YOUR FREE Invitation
TO THE FIRST CLASSES

,

~*gIII Training. • . . All
_ _- _ - - - - -

In cooper"" wtEh The NaIionBII Center far

~----------------

201-623-7870

212-947-2122 .

_
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April 21, 1983
in room 1323, 23rd Street
Club hours.

IMMEDIATELY AFTER.
TAKING OUR COURSES

CALL:

n.e WUJU·.lUllltenl ".......
---~-~---------~
~--

We are Sigma Alpha Mu AM
presenting a BEER, bash

UR PASSING RATE IS

than 650 law firms. CorponItions and govemmem.l agencies throughout the greater NewYork

rc.me

~

Fatigued?

We have the cure!

CPA. .
.REVIEW

Come" . . 1DformatJon 8 e..... mldl...am:

Ad",hlCInIwa.,
a....~U.....Y.115.

M

70,000 BECKER CPA ALUMNI
HAVE PASSED THE LAST PART -,.OF THE CPA EXAM SINCE 1£157

CLASSES BEGIN WEEK OF JUNE 1t
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-M*A*S*H ' "50'S SOCK HOP
STREET FAIR
-
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B*A*R*U·C*H

April 28,
from 12pm - 4pm
righ~

on 22nd street
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Funk, Punk III .....nk

Bow Wow Wow: no dog
providing danceable rhythms and memorable tunes.

By Steve Kaldon

• • •

Bow Wow Wow - When The Going Gets
Tough The Tougb Get Going (RCAAFLl-4570)
When the first cut starts on this album,
you say to yourself, "Hey, Adam and the
Ants." When lead singer Annabella Lwin
comes in, you say, "Hey, Blondie." Both
these observations are not unfounded, for
Bow Wow Wow consists of former
members of Adam's original Ants, and
their current album; When The Going Gets
Tough The Tough Get Going, was produced by Blondie producer Mike Chapman.
But Bow Wow Wow goes beyond the
limits of this Blondie meets the Ants comparison, although that may be the best way
to describe their sound. When The Going
Gets Tough... combines a variety of
jungle beats with the dreamy vocals of Miss
Annabella, and mixes in many other colorations. Matthew Asman's guitar work spans
such themes as Arabian flute playing, Latin
and Caribbean quick strumming, and Led
Zepplinesque fire power. Leroy Gorman's
bass and Dave Barbarossa's drums send out
war messages to each other, claiming victory even before the war's begun.
In terms of lyrics, Bow Wow Wow puts
across simple stories and statements that
would never win any lyric competitions, but
fit in well with music and make their point
clearly. Most are themes on love, lost love,
found love and false love. Take Aphrodisiac for example, a song which gives the advice If you want to fall in 'love with somebody/Somebody that you're not in love
with at all. . . / Take an a-a-aphrodisiac.
Then there's Quiver (Arrows in my) Doh! I've got arrows in my quiver/Ooh!
I've got you you're in my sights/Ooh!
When you're close you make me shiver/
Doh! Come with me and spend the night:
All of this makes for a very enjoyable
album, one that keeps the spirits high while

Doug and the Slugs-Music For The BanI
of TbinkingiRCA-AFLl~1)
.- Doug and the Slugs are' to Vancouver
what Southside Johnny and the Jukes are to
New Jersey: a great rocking party band _
whose roots lie in early Motown, and whose
chops have been perfected in various dives
in their hometown. Unfortunately, this is
about as far as they .will get because
although the Slugs are an, excellent, hard
working band, they are not a money band,
and in the record industry these days, it
seems that money outrules talent.
Doug Bennett, who calIs himself the
father of "paunch rock," has one of those
great, strained and sincere' voices that
brings out every facet of his soul. The
Slug's music is a combination of Calypso,
Reggae, and Blues, wrapped in an overall
theme of fifty's soul. But if you ask Bennett
to describe it, he'll tell you that it's "your
basic rock and roll, but with a 'certain
Kafkaesque, grass roots, Povlovian existential, New York liberal Jewish intellectual
kind of slant to it ... I think we'd have to
add the Three Stooges to that list.' ,
On their third album, Music for the Hard
By Barbara Berkus
melodrama one was grateful for the interof Tbinldng, Doug and his Slugs offer a
'Recently, the Borodin Trio gave a dissawell balanced set of material that shows
~
mission.
pointing concert in Town Hall. This
One is left to ponder w three successful
their serious and humorous sides. St.
. reputable group, having gone sour during
musicians would choose this piece for a
Laurent Summer, for example, is a nice litthe beginning portion of their performance,
concert. The Borodin Trio has a recording
tle ballad which tells the story of a lonely
to
redeem
the
show
on
the
final
managed
(Chandos
label) of this piece which prob-·,
trucker who, one summer, finds a bit of the
piece of the day. Although much of the
ably was the overriding factor in making
sun - i leave behind/no real regrets/no
the
program
choice,
their
problem
was
this selection. The piece is long and known
cityscape i can't forget/'eept for one small
performances were not up to par.
to be difficult listening, and, therefore, not
friend/i met/her memory makes me smile.
The crux of the problem was Tchaikovgood performance material. Although this
Then there's a cover version of the Isley
sky's Trio in A Minor for Piano, Violin,
critic applauds musicians who choose to
Brother's Nobody But Me. In the liner
and
Cello,
Ope
50,
which
is
a
strange
work,
. perform music seldom heard, my hands
notes, underjPe title, Bennet suggests, "get
at times moving and beautiful, but at times
went silent on this one.
a case of beer, and 27 friends, and sing no
and
boring.
The
sectedious,
long-winded
Intermission over, the Trio embarked on
no no til you're so drunk that everyone
ond movement, the Variations, are by far
thinks they're singing in tune. Oh yea ... '
two pieces by Beethoven and whether it was
the most successful section, but end in a
add a healthy dose of nobody's."
the break or the music, the concert seemed
Finale and Coda which become redundant
.bett~r for the change. The Trio in B:fIat,
as the two themes from the first movement
Opus 39, a shott delightful piece rang
are continually .repeated. The variations
through pleasantly and helped improved
bring to mind the composer's ballet music
the damaged relationship existing between
.
-at moments a waltz and at .moments a
the audience and players.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.. mazurka resembling Chopin's work. UnThe Archduke, one of Beethoven's frefortunately, much of the lack of success of
one of the best shows I've seen them do,
By Louie "Scoop" Bastone
quently performed pieces, enabled this
the piece was the musicians' poor presentaand I've seen fourteen. Each show leaves
group to present more of what is evident in
If a record breaks in the jungle, does it
tion. The entire piece was executed as
an impact for days, or at least until your
their recordings-expertise, lyricism, and
make a noise? The Ramones certainly hope
though each player was pounding on
ears stop ringing!
dramatic music. This engrossing piece
that their latest album, Subtemmean Junhis/her instrument to produce sound not
gradually drew us in.
gle, makes enough noise to make them
In
places
the
piece
being
more
like
a
music.
The Borodin Trio appeared in the People's
• •
commercially appealing to a wider audipiano concerto rather than a piano trio was
Symphony
Concert Festival Series. For in'
ence.
The Sleepers kept the Irish eyes wide
especially wanting. J\fter a full hour of this
fo call 586-4680.
The Ramones began as a band in 1974,
open and smiling at Plato's Cave on the
playing in small clubs in the New York
eve of S1. Patty's Day. This five piece
area, including C.B.G.B. "s, which is often
band debuted by playing seventeen cover
referred to as the home of the early punk
songs and one original to the festive audiscene. By 1976", the Ramones came out
ence at this Manhattan College club, startwith their first album.: simply titled Raing with Elvis Costello's High Fidelity and
mones. By this time, they had already
finishing up with The Door's L.A. Woman.
went to England, influencing such bands
The Sleepers attracted a Crowd of about
as The Sex Pistols and The Clash. Several
a. hundred people, mostly in their late
other albums followed, including Rock
tee ns or early twenties, and drunk off
'0' RoD High School, the soundtrack from
their collective ass, cheering and yelling
the movie of the same name.
out to the band as the show went on, .
Subterranean Jungle released in March,
helping the band lose most of their earlier
surpasses the others. Psycho Therapy is
nervousness.
In their fourth song, Joe
the song that deserves the most attention
Jackson's Stepping Out, Steve Kaldon put
on the album. It's fast, energetic, catchy,
down
his guitar and started playing the
add as Joey Ramone recently said on
mini keyboard along with Jimmy Graham's
WLIR radio, "It's relevant of the times."
keyboard, giving a lot of feeling to the
Also worthy of note are A Little Bit O'
song. The band tried to play what they
Soul, originally done by The Music Explothought the audience would like and as
sion, and The Chambers Brothers'Time
Jimmy Graham said in reference to having
Has Come Today.
played Bruce Springsteen's Growin' Up;
The Ramones brought these and other.
.. Most of that crowd liked Springsteen, so
jungle sounds to The Brooklyn Zoo on
we had to throw that in."
March 16, proving they could not be
Besides Jimmy Graham on keyboard,
tamed. The Ramones are still wild in conthe
Sleepers' include the microphone
cert because swinging from punk to new
swinging J.R. McCarthy, Ticker's very
wave is not an idea they go ape over. As
own Steve Kaldon, who celebrated his
the pinhead announcer explained: - "lf your
TIle . . . . . .: No·ApoIepstwenty-second
birthday with this perfor.;..
parents ask you what the difference is
mance, Jose Quintos, bassist, and Tom'
between punk and new wave, a punk perMcGeady on drums. The Sleepers all come
Are you artsy?
son would spit intheir faces and say,
from
the
Bronx'and
first
formed
early
in
That'.sPunk!'. A new- wave person would
We could use you. • •
'82, but took their present form with the
spit in their faces and apologize. Punk
addition of Jose Quintos last September.
means never having to say you're sorry."
Write now!
They have mainly played in rehearsal stuThe Ramones bad nothing to apologize
dios, but would like to play more in public.
Room 307 Student Center 725-7620
for at The Brooklyn Zoo, even though Joey
The
offers
they
got
after
this
performance
Ramone was responsible for heaving a
may lead them on their way.
lunghi thatdangled from his mike. It was

Boring Borodin
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APRIL 13-14-15-16

8 PM

THE DEPARTMENTS·
of Speech and Music
Present:·

Book by Roger O. Hirson

Music + Lyrics by Stephen Schwartz
TICKETS - 2_50 For Further Info:
725-3184
COLLEGE AUDITORIUM -

23 STREET

INTERESTED IN
ITALIAN STUDIES'·

EARN $500 OR MORE· EACH
SCHOOL YEAR FLEXIBLE
HOURS. MONTHLY PAYMENT
FOR PLACING POSTERS ON
CAMPus. BONUS BASED ON
RESULTS. PRIZES AWARDED
AS WELL. 800-526-0883.

Queens College
City University of New York
Flushing, New York 11367

offers a challenging M.A. Program in Itali....
Tbe foUowing courses will be offered in the
FALL 1983:

# 781 Methodology: Approaches to
Literary Criticism
Mon. 4:30-6:10
Prof. H. Haller

~--------------,

I "Dwindling Job Market Alarms I
I Graduates in New York Area" I
I • "Record number of students applying for jobs.
I
I • 80's unusually difficult for young people to get located. I
I

• Ripple effects of economy felt by college/graduate
students.
Reduced employer recruitment on campus.
• You can't graduate from a good school and expect
a job. "-The New York Times 3/20/83

I

I •

I

I

I

I
I
I
.I
.I
I
I

I
I

Learn a practical, result-producing job search approach
taught by professional, corporate counselors in an

eye-opening, 2-hour seminar specifically tailored to
college students and others just starting out,
Take home model resumes and letters, interviewing tips and telephone/netwo.rking guide.
Neui York Area Seminar
April 20 at 7:00 PM
VANDERBILT YMCA
224 East 47th Streetsored bY
New York, NY 10017 Spofl
Adinission:$S.OO

,:..

A PROJECT TO ASSIST

I
I..
I
I
I·
I
I
I
I

#Italian Poetry of the Twentieth Century
Mon. 6:20-8:00
Prof. F. Rosengarten
/

# 721 Ariosto's Orlando Furioso and Tasso's
Gerusalemme Liberata
Thurs. 4:30-6:10
Prof. r, Russell

WHY. NOT REGISTER TODAY?
Application deadline for the
Fall semester: May 1, 1983.

For further information about the Program

please call the Graduate Ad visor
of Italian at (212) S20-7116.

Queens College is an Affirmative Action
Equal Opportunity Institution.

----------_...
THE COLLEGE STUOENl- •
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A Popsicle NotA<
By Damian Begley

...

When Francis Coppola made Apocalypse Now he lost his middle name (Ford).
Upon completion of his next movie, ODe
Ft6m the Heart, he lost his studio (Zoetrope). With his latest movie, The Outsiden, Coppola is in danger of losing his feel
for realism. The movie is a simple story of
two rival youth gangs: good vs, bad. But
Coppola puts his unmistakeable style in
every single scene and the result is an
overblown attempt to tum out the youth
movie. It doesn't happen.
Based on the excellent young-adult novel by S.E. Hinton, the setting is Tulsa,
Oklahoma in the mid·6O's. The rival gangs
are the Greasers: poor,· abandoned, and
close-knit; the only 'family' they have.
The flip side are the Socs (pronounced
"soshes"). These are the affluent type:
rings, cars, expensive clothes. The story is
told through the eyes of the youngest
Greaser, a kid named Ponyboy. With his
friend, JohnnyCade, they get into trouble,
as any young teenagers are apt to, and
they try to work things out.
The conflict in the story, which takes
place over a one week period, presents
itself when Ponyboy and Johnny are
jumped by a group of drunk Socs. While
they are drowning Ponyboy, Johnny kills
one of the Socs in self-defense.
All of the action was believabIe in the
novel but comes across as unintentionally
funny in the movie. The reason being the

screenplay which is a virtual carbon-copy
of the book. The book was written in clear
prose from an insider's viewpoint. Most of
the dialogue, as well as every incident,
were .lifted intact and put in the movie.
Since reading a book and seeing a movie
are two different experiences, the writer
and director should have known it wasn't
going to work. Instead of building up to a
rousing climax, the action became defused.
C. Thomas Howell (Ponyboy) and Ralph
Macchio (Johnny) are adequate but nowhere near as 'strong as they should be to
carry the action. Matt DiJIon is very good
as Dallas Winston, as are the supporting
players, including Diane Lane as Cherry
Valance, and Emilio Estevez as Two-Bit.
Technically, the movie had its problems.
The camera work drew too much attention
to itself, the editing left the audience wondering what was missing, the screenplay
was everything but a screenplay, and most
of .all, director Coppola showed more ego
than control.
Even though The Outsiders is a big disappointment it did produce some good
news. Shortly after the filming of the
movie was completed, Coppola and S.E.
Hinton wrote a screenplay for another of
her books, Rumble Fish. Using some of
the cast members of the previous movie,
Coppola made the movie practically on the
tails of The Outsiders. The movie will be
released in June. It should be good. It
better be. Francis is running out of chances
in Hollywood.

Koch to Eoita»
Drop Dead!
By·BiU ·Dudley··
There is no greater satisfaction to a critic
than seeing a Broadway show that never
seems to lose its sparkle. When Andrew
Lloyd Webber's Evita opened in September
of 1979, the idea seemed unbelievable.
True, the Broadway musical had come a
long way; subject matter covered
everything from Soviet Jewry to a cannibalistic 'razor-swinging barber. Yet, a
musical biography of the late Eva Peron
seemed foolhardy. The end result was a
well-written, well-documented, beautifully
composed operetta. Its razor sharp staging
and jubilant music gave Broadway one of
its brightest scores in years. The combination of live action, film, and music kept the
audience mesmerized..
Today, some three and one-half years
and 1,400 performances later, the shine has
not been tarnished in the slightest. Harold
Prince's staging is still smooth and timely.
One would think that the show were only in
- its second week of production.
Broadway is currently on its third Evita.
Her name is Loni Ackerman, who opened
the Los Angeles company of the show.
Ackerman is definitely an asset to the production. Although her voice doesn't seem
to have the wide range that the original Patti Lupone was able to enjoy, she does seem
more animated and lively than either of her
predecessors. Anthony Crivello as activist
Che Guevara is enthralling, and can be
heard much more clearly than Joseph Stein,
the original in the role. Much of this could
. be attributed wth the Broadway's dubious
acoustics, which seem to have improved
somewhat in the past few years. One of the
main complaints when the show first
opened was of the sound system; much of
Tim Rice's poetic, almost haunting lyrics
were inaudible.
Larry Fuller's choreography is sharper
than ever, particularly in one number entitled . The Money Kept Rolling In, in which
the famous Peron lotteries are depicted in a
satirical style. The supporting cast can still
hold it own. David Cryer as Dictator Juan
Peron sings well but his accent seems much
-too artificial. This is especially true in one

number The Art of The Possible in which
rival generals vying for the presidential spot
sit in huge rockers and play musical chairs
until only Peronis left. At one point it was
hard to tell if Cryer had taken the cigar out
of his mouth.
But this flaw is minor at its worst. The
show still sizzles and will hopefully run for
a long time. Sad to note, this show which
had SRO for two years straight was" only
half-full very recently, and that is a shame.
Given the current crop of light fluffy
musicals on the rialto, Evita stands as the
apex of musical theater. Its creativity, imagination, and intelligence give the show
immortal life.

Edvita's Tax

Hepper . . . family: readI o.t DId touell

SOIlleOlle.

Queasy Rider
By Paul Golden
Have you ever seen a film that purported
to take the viewer into a "happening," as
claimed many of the psychedelic-hippie
uscene" movies of the mid-sixties, trying to
cash in on what was hip, yet completely
misunderstanding their expose material?
Something on the order of Hell's Angels on
Wheels, Antonioni's Zabriskie Point or the
thirties classic Reefer Madness?
Insert upunk" in place of "psychedelic
and you have Out Of The Blue, an often annoying, often wrongheaded portrait of
CeBe, a wayward nymph caught up in the
dangerous, yet quite fakely executed, milieu
of the punk rock "scene." Of course, CeBe
(Linda Manz) comes from the quintessential semi-broken home, where daddy Don
(Dennis Hopper) is an alkie in the slammer,
and truck stop waitress momma Kathy
(Sharon Farrel) is a two-timing (with both
the truck stop owner and Dan's best friend,
no less) heroin shooting misbegot. Sitting in
the cab of her father's trashed semi-rig,
CeBe spouts Hdisco sucks, long live rock 'n'
roll" over the wireless to bemused passing
.. truckers, who assume that either she's crazy
or on the make. But forCeBe, who is supposed to be fifteen, looks ten, and is really
in her twenties, rock 'n' roll is neither sexual, nor liberating, but merely stultifying.
Celse's idol, Elvis, is her sale raison d'etre,
yet it remains a mystery why any fifteenyear-old would deify a man so burnt out
and grotesque as Presley in his latter . L as
Vegas years. When Elvis dies, she announces matter-of-factly to her mother that
she plans to meet the King in the great
·beyond, in the not too distant future. CeBe
mopes around her shabby western town
(the film was shot in British Columbia)
whining that just everybody's left her,
"Elvis left me, Sid Vicious left me, and
Johnny Rotten left me." Poor kid. In

classic busting out style, CeBemiddle
fingers her high school biology teacher,
catches Mom shooting skag, and decides to
head for the Big City, thumb pitched high.
There, she miraculously encounters every
vice known to man (and then some) including prostitution, drug experimentation,
alcohol imbibement, street fighting, and
even a short stint as a drummer in a
"punk" band. Her tour de vice ends with a
joy ride in a hot vehicle, whereupon she is
apprehended by law enforcement officers
and thrown in the pokey to stew about her
heinous hijinks.
Raymond Burr, in a cameo role that will
undoubtedly earn him "Blandest Actor of
the Year," plays Dr. Brean (who thought
up. that name?),
court-appointed
psychologist who elicits an "I'll be good
now" vow from CeBe, and promptly
remands her to the custody of her outwardly distraught mother. Yet CeBe, fueled by
her parents' degenerate antics, returns to
her existence of fantasy and rough living,
culminating in the only way out: incest,
patricide, matricide, suicidevand generally
not nice behavior.. Linda Manz, lower lip
protruding poutily, thumbs thrust deepinto
the pockets of her faded denims, is a most
unlikely small town heroine, her mustard
thick New York accent. obscenely clashing
with the western hick twangs around her.
Manz as CeBe would certainly rival Ali
McGraw's epic misperformance in The
Winds of War as one of the greatest offenses of miscasting ever committed. But,
indeed, the real culprit would be Dennis
Hopper, who not only appears in Out Of
The Blue, but directed this utter piece of
drivel, as well. While Hopper's Easy Rider
ranks as one of the most important "scene"
movies of the sixties, he clearly
demonstrates his lack of touch with the
present by making one of the most insipidly
puerile films of the eighties.

a

By Russ Hodge
In the face of a rising budget deficit,
Mayor Ed Koch has proposed that -a three
percent surcharge be levied on the sale of
theater tickets. At face value the tax may
seem small and insignificant, but it could
have a long reaching effect on the survival
of the theater. Right now, Broadway is in
the throes of an economic slump (see Ticker'
March 15). Some insiders feel that Broadway is on the ropes. While the majority of
experts don't exactly agree with this viewpoint, they do see the tax as ill-advised.
Gerald Schonfeld, Chairman of the Shubert
Organization, which owns sixteen and onehalf Broadway theaters, vows to fight the
tax. "I, together with others, am doing all I
can to prevent the imposition of this
retrogressive tax on performing arts' admissions, ' , h-e says. The word retrogressive
often pops up on relation to the proposed
tax. It is felt that the theater is New York's
top tourist attraction, bringing in (according to a recent Port Authority study) 650
million dollars a year even as Broadway is
suffering. It is felt that this tax will add to
the already high ticket prices; driving them
overthe brink and out of the reach of middle class patronage.
Broadway has, for
, the past several years,

been fighting the labels of "the theater of
the rich " and "theater of the expense account." A three percent tax which will add .
$1.50 to the. purchase price of. two $25 .
tickets may be the straw that breaks Broadway's back. The Mayor's Office disagrees,
however. They argue that all other retail
purchases in the city are subject to an eight
percent sales tax, so the theater is still five
percent ahead of the game. This might or
might not be sound reasoning. It is
estimated that millions of dollars leave city
businesses every year due to the eight per-

cent sales tax. It is also argued that
thousands of jobs are lost to outlying areas
because of the tax. While New York
theatergoers might not defect to other
areas. the tax might discourage tourists
from coming to an already over-priced New
York. New Yorkers have other alternatives,
including cable television. All of this could
add up to the demise of Broadway, and all
the accompanying revenue it brings to the
city's coffers. In the words of one theater
afficionado, "The Mayor might be proving
to be penny wise and pound foolish."
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Netmen ReadyTo Serve.
As New Season Begins

The Sporting Secretaries
By Joan Chin.

-,

If you had thought the gym
teachers were the big guys around
the Physical Education Department
here at Baruch, think twice, because the real bosses around the
f
department are Alice Omarkand
Rochelle Graber..-Make no bones
about it, if these two college office
assistants were not in existence, the
whole department would be in a
shambles..
Omark, soft-spoken, with a gentle laugh, has been at Baruch College for 11 years. She spent her first
two years in payroll, and when the
Physical Education department
needed a part-time secretary she
came to the rescue. Before she carne
to Baruch, heriob was as a
secretary at The New' York Times
for an editor. She has five
daughters.
Graber, the outgoing one of the
two with a sexy, robust laugh, has
been at Baruch for 4 1/2 years and
she works full-time here. Before
coming to Baruch, she worked in
private industry; and she has a 20
year old daughter.
Both ladies handle, among other
things, the phones, set-up
schedules, type the instructors' test
papers, make out athlete's contracts, and also payment requests.
The payment request for the
athletes is very important, because
if the requests do Rot go through
the proper channels, the athletes
will not get their meal and transportation money.
.Both women feel that the
Phys Ed department should ex~pana.
Graber commented that,
"The athletes are really deprived
because we do not have the physical
facilities for them. She went on to
say that the soceer team has to play
in Central Park, the Baseball team
has to play in Alley Pond Park

By Kerine Chang
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located in Queens, and the Basket- them.
ball team uses the Armory. The
Omark and Graber both parBasketball team has to fight to get
ticipate in sports when they can.
light and heat when they practice Omark recently participated in the
rollerskating event here at Baruch.
there. She feels that, "It's a credit
to the players who go to these She rollerskated for nearly four
places to practice. They play under
hours. They both like to dance,
real deplorable conditions."
too. Omark is the life of the party
When asked if both these ladies . because she plays the piano. Graber
read the sports section in the used to play piano.
Ticker, Omark said that she,
When asked what was difficult
"Definitely reads the sports." But about their job, Ornark and Graber
she is only interested in the sports both said they do not find anything
that Baruch College participates in.
difficult about this job. What is
Graber replied, "I turn to the last easy about their job? They both
. page first. It's true. First I have to replied that this job is very easy
see what they say about our teams because it seems like family in this
and . athletes." Omark doesn't department, and the people are so
watch sports unless it is the 'big easy to work with. It is really a pleaevents at the end. of the season. sant atmosphere to work in. What
Graber follows football. She was about -working in another departan avid Dodger fan, but since the .menrr lT1ey-both didn·r~ know- if
Dodgers skipped town, she does they would like to work in another
not follow baseball anymore.
department. Omark remarked that,
. When Baruch has' a' winning "All the -men are so handsome
team, Graber feels that, "In my around here, especially the chairsmall way I helped them." And man," and they both cracked up in
Omark feels, "Very proud," of laughter.

People watching a fast moving
tennis game between players
sometime conclude that any
similarity in the strokes unwound
before them and their own strokes
is purely coincidental. They see
brilliant, unhurried strokes
demonstrated under pressure and
they often wonder why they cannot
play like that.
Well, that's exactly what the
Baruch tennis team has been doing.
They have been practicing early so
as to prepare themselves for their
upcoming season.
The tearn's
coach, Florin Giuglescu, has drilled
his . players for long countless
hours. He commented, "We want
to once again reach the ultimate
goal-the CUNY championships to
be held in May."
Presently the team is coed with
9 men and one woman. "The team
is very cogent" commented

Giuglescu, "This balance of strong,
and recently improved players gives
us a better chance in succeeding ilk
the upcoming season."
The team members are: Peter
Flynn, the most skillful member of
the team. Flynn captured the MVP
title last year after he helped lead
his team to a victorious season.
Scott Abramson, who is a big
server, Daniel Palmer-Poraner, a
base liner, and David Silverstein,
whose backhand is sharp this
season, are the most improved
players from last year. The other
team members are: Melvin Grant, a
solid touch player, Meenaz
Dhanani, an all around player,
Michael Starr, a forehand server,
Elizabeth Burnett, who has a stable
forehand return, Ruskhan Perera
who is both a volley and also a
touch player and another
forehander, Issak Palantik. Coach
Giuglescu thinks that this balance
of different styles of players is of
great importance to the team.

Miller Does It Again
By Damian Begley
Will it ever stop? Roger Miller
has pulled down ~yet another award
for his play this season. He was
recently chosen as Player-of-theYear by the ECAC. Made up of
coaches of the Eastern Collegiate
Athletic-Conference, they voted the
Iceman as tops in the Metro Division.
Burning up the division with a
24. '7 ppg average, Miller led the
Statesmen to the playoffs for the
third consecutive year. This all-

around magician adds this award to
his other laurels. including CoMVP in the CUNY Division, MVP
in the past season's Hal Chase
Classic, and All-Tournament in the
three tournaments (Hal Chase,
Hawk, and CUNY) that Baruch
participated in.
The two-time All-CUNY forward led Baruch in just about every
category this season as he broke
nearly every· existing' record in'
Baruch College history. The ECAC
coaches picked the right man for
this year's award. Way to go
Roger!

-'-----------------------------------------.
PLANNING TO ATTEND
COMMENCEMENT ·THIS "UNE?

DEADLINE FOR FILING· FOR
CAPS & GOWNS AND
COMMENCEMENT TICKETS IS

FRIOIIY, IlPRIl 22, 1983.

Wyou have not received your Commencement
information pack in the maiL contact

Office of Student Activities
Student Center Room 104
137 E. 22nd Street
725-3057

NEW MR. BARUCH CROWNED
Phillips Wins In Close Contest
By Kerine Chang
and
.
Joseph C. Fagan
On March 24th during chib
hours, with the crowd jammed
tightly on both floors of the college
auditorium, five male students
flaunted and paraded on stage. The
event: the New Mr. Baruch Contest. New, because of the absence
of bodybuilding and muscularity as
criteria and the addition of talent,
businesswear, and swimwear categories.
The Intramural Director, Tom
Cracovia, was the master of
ceremonies and the contestants
were: Terence Brown, an upper
freshman and Marketing major,
Willie Gonzalez, Walter Lee
Holmes, a Finance major who
resides in upper Manhattan, Sidney
Phillips, a lower senior and a
Statistics major, and Rodwin Watson, an upper senior from
Brooklyn and a Computer Science
major. The judges for the event
were: Phyllis Freeman, Rochelle
Graber, Lydia Bailey, all of whom
are faculty members.
The contest began with all five
gentlemen posing and showing off
their physiques and swimwear
designs. on stage for judging.
Sidney Phillips was voted winner of
the award for the best Physique!
Swimwear.
While the contestants prepared

for the next scene, the audience was
overwhelmed as the Baruch Cheerleaders, who gained first place in
the 1983 CUNY Cheerleader Competition, performed some of their
foot stomping and hand clapping
routines.
Talent was the next cate-gory in
which the contestants were to be
judged. Walter Lee Holmes began
the talent portion of the contest by
singing his sensational rendition of
Heatwave's
UAlways
and
Forever. " Next, Terence Brown
demonstrated. his talent by doing
what appeared to be a male stripper
dance, performed to Steve Arrington's "You Meet My Approval,"
that sent the crowd wild. Following
this act, the sound of jazz filled the
auditorium as Sidney Phillips
played the mellow jazz tune "Blue
Bossa" on his saxophone with
musical accompaniments. Phillips,
an active member of the Day Session Student Government, thrilled
the audience with his number. For
the next contestant, the audience
expressed their approval with applause after Rodwin Watson played
the piano and sang a ballad that he
wrote and composed titled "I'm So
Glad You're Mine." Finally, Willie
Gonzalez proved to be very skillful
as he performed various gymnastic
routines, and a few magical tricks,
to the disco song, "Let Me Go."
In talent, judging was based on

Barnchian Competes In
Fencing Championships
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Dadd Moy

By James Kelly

David Moy competed in the
NCAA Fencing Championships at
the University of Wisconsin over.
the weekend of March 26-27 as a
result of his performance in a qualifying event held at Baruch on
March 3.
Moy, a junior, fenced in two
bouts before being eliminated in the
quarterfinals of the saber competition.
Each year the NCAA holds
qualifying tournaments throughout

the country to select a field of 36
fencers who compete in epee, foil
and saber fencing. Each pool of 36
fencers are carefully selected before
final decisions are announced.
Moy's name was announced during
the week of March 14, almost two
weeks after the qualifying taurnament.
It is not the first time a Baruch
fencer has been selected to compete
in the national finals. "We have
had great success with our fencing
program here at Baruch," says
Director of Physical Education
Alfred Peredo, adding, "Since
Baruch is an independent college
.and not directly affiliated with the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association it is an honor to be
asked to compete."
The qualifying event held at
Baruch back in early March
featured round robin pools of the
three schools of fencing. The tournament started with epee, the
easiest of the three schools; foil and
saber, the more difficult schools,
followed. The difficulty arises
because defense is measured as well
as the offensive thrust of a fencer.

INTRAMURAL EVENTS
APRIL
-'" 14

SWIMMING TOURNAMENT
BADMINTON
21 MEN'S & WOMEN'S SUPERSTAR
·28 . MS. BARUCH 1983
Entry blanks may be obtained in Room 610A~ 23 St. between 12
Noon and 4:45 PM any day classes are held. All entry blanks
must be submitted one week before the tournament. Trophies
are awarded for all tournaments.

originality, delivery, appearance,
and style, with Walter Lee Holmes
copping the top prize.
As the contest continued, each
contestant, accompanied by a lovely escort, walked on stage to be
judged in the businesswear
category.The audience was impressed as all the contestants
strolled on stage wearing dapper
business suits. Judging was based
on fashion, poise, fit, and.
grooming. Sidney Phillips topped
the field for his second award.
Then it was time to select the
New Mr. Baruch. This had been a
close contest, and anyone of the
five contestants could receive the title. After a brief pause, the judges
tallied their scores and then finally
came to a decision. Tom Cracovia
announced the winners in the individual categories and runners-up,
as Vivian Public (Ms. Baruch 1982)
distributed the awards. Terence
Brown came in 5th place, Rodwin
Watson was awarded 4th place,
Walter Lee Holmes was -awarded
3rd place, Willie Gonzalez came in
second, and Sidney Phillips was
crowned the New Mr. Baruch 1983.
Phillips commented on the event,
"'It was an enjoyable experience; I
hope the contest will encourage
other male students to participate."
For all you gentlemen, the Ms.
Baruch contest will be held on
Thursday, April 28, 1983.

Baseball is Back at Baruch:
Stateslllen Aiming For Playoffs
categories. And he was solid behind our players have, to go with our
the plate as well. This year will find solid hitting, you will definitely see
him at first base. Becker rewarded more..production," added the
After a very disappointing season
Mel
and Darryl for their fine season coach.
in 1982 the Baruch baseball team is
by making them the 1983 Statesmen
The weather has hampered the
ready to rebound and put together
progress a bit, forcing the team to
a solid team that is, from many Co-Captains.
Aside
from
the
better
depth
of
practice indoors for all but three
standpoints, the strongest team
the
team,
all
the
players
are
solid,
times
in the last month. This cut
we've had in a few years. Last
as
just
about
all
of
them
have
out the chances of a scncrnrnage
season the team had weak hitting,
played
high
school
ball.
Players
to
game,
which would have been a
mediocre pitching, and a defense
that made the '62 Mets look like a look for include left fielder Jeff sure-fire way of telling where the
Ritter, who played for Lehman weak spots are. But there is still
bunch of Gold Glover's. In fact,
the '82 Statesmen must have re- College, Vic Morales, a catcher, time. The schedule calls for. 20
minded some people of the ' 62 and utility players Tony Carras- games this. season, down from the
Mets team. But all that is changed quillo and Pat Kerby. The pitching 24 that drained the energy of the
this year. Returning Coach Mike rotation looks to be McMahon as team last time around. A plus is
Becker has taken steps toward im- the ace, Art Chrichlow behind him, that there are but three opponents
followed by Kenneth Chu, and then who have the ability to blow Bap-roving the team.
Mark
Rodriguez and Pat Kerby. ruch out of the game. Becker put
The roster itself is at 23 players, a
much higher .figure than the 13 With Manny Soba at the hot corner much thought into making-out his
players on last year's squad. The (third base), Manny Sosa at short- season's schedule and it looks like
depth is there. "The caliber of this stop, and Gumbs at second with the Statesmen can go places. With
team is tremendous," said Becker. Donaldson at first, the infield is three CUNY schools leaving Division III, the number of schools left
"We have a good, young team. very tight defensively.
That
was
the
main
problem
with
totals five. But there are only four
And they can play." This team has
the
Statesmen
team
of
'82.
Too
playoff spots to be filled. The
no seniors and only three juniors.
many
errors
cost
the
team
many
Statesmen have a solid shot at
So there should be a lot of
camaraderie among the players rot victories. This year's outfield is fourth place, which would put them
only this season but in the next cou- much stronger all around. Ritter into-the playoffs. And once you're
will take left-field, Bracone mans into a single-game elimination tourple of years.
There are five players from last the area in right field and Bravo will nament anything can, and usually
season. Jim McMahon, who is over roam center field. There is plenty of does, happen.
To help out the coach is
his bout with tendonitis and is the speed in the outfield. With Sosa,
Gum
bs,
and
Bravo,
the
team
is
very
Graduate Assistant Coach John
ace of the staff; outfielders Jose
strong up the middle. And' any Krochak , who supervises the
Bravo and AI Bracone, both of
coach will tell you when a team is workouts, makes sure things are .
whom had decent stats from last
season. Look for them to have strong up the middle they are tough running smoothly, and is basically
to beat.
the coach's right-hand man. As for
good seasons this time around; also
the
outlook, Becker summed it up:
"The
team
has
a
good
attitude.
infielders Mel Gumbs and Darryl
Donaldson. Mel started in the out- They're more competitive at this "We will win more games this
field last season but was switched to stage than last year's squad. They season. The team, including the
second base and turned in a look very good in practice which reserves, .looks very good. Of the
remarkable job. Darryl was the gives me high expectations for the games we lose, we won't get killed.'
team MVP last time out, leading men," .is the way Becker sees his. I think we have a good shot at makthe team in almost all offensive players. "With the increased speed ing the playoffs in '83."

By Damian Begley

